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FOREWORD

school
This"is the final issue.of this Newsletter for the present
INDIAN/EDUCATION
has
year. :trem the outset LANGUAGE IN AMERICAN
tlic teacherS th
Arts
Branch
for
been .produced by-the.Language
The Newsletterxhas met with enthusischools for Indian ,students.
Bureau of. Indian Affairs
asm from those teachers it reached in the
satisfied
that
its full impact can
this year. However, we are not
ssible
to assure ourg
be measured, until we have done.everythi r irlP
directly
to,
the
teachers
in
BIA schools.
selves that it is mailed
muliiple/dOpies
to
the
key
administra,
In the. past, we have ,sent
network.
tive offices, in-the Bureau of Indian Affairs Education
admineffipient.
In
some
cases,
school
This,bas not proven to be
the
as.too
esoteric
for
istratorS have viewed this.pablication
havp'distributed
it
only
to
language
speclassroom teachers and
purpose
attitude
since
the
very
We diSagree Oh this
cialists.
teachof the publication is/tbinform and stimulate the classroom
ers regarding the languages. of.Indian children.
.
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AMERICAN
In the coming year'we will attempt to send LANGUAGE IN
We will
INDIAN EDUCATION directly to the individual teachers.
interested
readers
to
keep
our-subneed the cooperation of all
We askour assistance in the issues
scription lists in order.
we are planning for the .coming school year.

Robert Rebert, Chief
Branch of Language Arts
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INTRoDucTION'

In this last issue ,of the 1971 -72 series of LANGUAGE IN AMERICAN
INDIAN EDUCATION, the longer articles are directly related to two
subjects of current concern in. the designiaraq planning of language programs: bilingual education and testingof language skills.
The first article, by William K. Powers, who is a doctoral student
at the University of Pennsylvania, ,is a bibliographic essay-dealing with the studies that have))Oen made to kdate of the SiquxlanSuch surveys of the Iikerature provide
guage aild its dialects.
useful backgroUnd information for all those who are developing
.curricular materials for students who are speakers of. an American
Indiali language. Hopefully, general surveys of this kind will soon
appear for other language. families. ..Mr.Powers!s'article is folr
lowed by two reports on bilingUal programs that are.wellAinderway:
The Title -VII program for speakers of Lakota (a Sioux dialect) in
South Dakota and the Title Iprogram for speakers of Yuk in 'Alaska.

The remaining three articles will be of special interest to teachers who are looking for more efficient;means of evaluating their
In "Testing Language Skills,'" Dr.
_students' progress in English.
John W. Oiler, Jr. Pho is currently on the staff of the Sbuthwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory in Albuquerque, on leave
from the University of California at Los' Angeles) pointsout the
crucial distinction between discrete-point testing (for example,
testing the contrast between /s/ and /z/) and integrative skills
testing (for example, giving dictation). Oiler emphasizes that
integrative skills tests reveal more accurately the student's
even though such tests are
ability to cOmmunicate. in English,
more difficult to grade and evaluate consistently. Another art
cle by Oiler is on "Common Errors in Constructing Multiple Choi e
Items." Teachers who are obliged to construct their own.tests
will profit from a careful study of Oiler's examples. The last
article is by Graeme D. Kennedy, who is presently teaching at
Victoria University of Wellington in New Zealand. While pursuing
a graduate degree at the University of' Califdrnia at:Los Angeles,
Mr. Kennedy had occasion to examine in detail some of the language tests in common use for younger children. Ilis.study convi c.

vii

ingly points up, the fact that .these, tests do not take into account
the significant difference:1 between child and adult language:

The final section on Indian Languages contains a story in Papago
and a sample of the Cree.-materials presently being developed by
the Title VII bilingual project on the Rocky Boy ;reservation. in
We would like,. as a regular feature in future issues,
Montana.
to.present samples of work being prdauced in. bilingual projects
The preparation of classroom materials
throughout the country.
for American Lidian languages is, as all those involved well know,
a particularly demanding and challenging task. Since the languages
(and since
have not been used to date as media of instruction
many-of them do not as yet even have an agreed upon orthography),
a, number of basic decisions must be made about content and ap-.
proach even before. actual lessons arc written. By publishing sam-,
Ales of materials along with the addresses, and names of the people
in charge, we hope to encourage a sharing of insights into common
problems
This is the sixth issue of the Newsletter to be prepared at the'University 'of Utah..
As we have assembled materials for these
issues, we have been impressed increasingly by the number of interestingand innovative approaches to language teaching that are
Unfortunately,
being developed for American Indian students.
however, we.ire obliged to report that information about pro-grams
and materials seems almost as hard to come by as it was in the
beginning. This is why we conclude by.urging our readers to send
It is only in this way that the
us announcements and reports.
Newsletter can eventually become a genuine.forum for;.the exchange
of ideas and information.

William R. Slager
Betty M. Madsen
University. of Utah
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THE LANGUAGE OF THE SIOUX
,by

William K. Powers
University of Pennsylvania

.

0

The present emphasis on the development of bilingual prograMs on
American Indian reservations"has created ayenewed interest in 1
and a need for information about the.languages involved. The
purpose of this paper is to provide a background to. the language
of the Sioux Indians who live in North and'South Dakota, Montana,
The paper ii'divided into two parts.
,Minnesota, and Saskatchewan.
Part I will discuss general characteristicS of the.language, its
dialects, distribution, population, and orthographyart II twill
provide a bibliography ofipublications in and about the .i.oux
language. The general corpus of literature about the Sioux is
extensive. For a general introduction to their history one. should
consult Desmore (1918), Dorsey (1894), Hassrjck (1964), Hyde
(1.937; 1956, 1961), Lowie (1913), Walker (1917) and Wissler (1912).

PART

Will the Real Dakota Please Stand Up:
The Problem of Dialects
Traditionally, designations for Sioux po itical groups, dialects,
and the relative geographic areas which they
J occupied have. been
rather arbitrarily combined to indicate both tribal and linguistic categories. Thus, the literature abounds with such appellations as "Teton-Dakota", "Middle-Dakota", "Santee-Sioux ". ,:etc.
Such combinations of terms give the illusion that somehow the
In reality, they only create
classificitions are more precise.
Once integrated.into :ambiguities, redundancies, or misn6mers.
they
have
been
almost
impossible to
the literature, however,
extricate lest the whole classification system fall to pieces.
There is an added complication' in distinguishing between the

1

Tianslatiom

Divisions atd subdivisions

prairie dwellers

1. Teton
Oglala

they scatter their own

Sicangu

burned thighs*(also known by
French term Brule)

Ilunkpapa

end of the camp circle

Mnimju

planters'jbeside the water

(TETON)

Sihasapa

black foot (not' to be confused with. Algonquian _tribe
by same name)

Oohenunpa

two boilings
two kettle)

Itazipco

without ibcws (also known by
French term Sans Arcs)

end dwellers

2. Yankton
3. Yanktonais

also called

(YANKTON)

little end dwellers

spirit lake dwellers

4. fldewakanton
4

leaf dwellers

S. Wahpetom
.6. Sisseton
7. Wahpekute

(SANTUtE)

fish scale dwellers
leaf shooters

Table A.

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION OF THE SEVEN FIREPLACES

o

Essentially; because of the existing
terms "Siodk" and "Siouan".
classification system, all Sioux speak Siouan; but not all Siouan,
speak Sioux. Similarly, all Dakota speak Sioux, but not all Sioux
speak Dakota.

,

To clarify these ambiguities, we must begin at,the historical
juncture which found the Sioux living in the Great Lakes region,
prior to:their emigration onto the Great Plains. At this time,
The people living in the Great
the word Siam was not used.
Lakes called theMselves The Seven Fireplaces (sec Table A), usually translated as The Seven Council Fires (Oceti Sakowin). It
may be assumed that these seven groups occasionally came together
to consolidate for purposes of economic or political pursuit but
that normally they were semi - autonomous.

The .largest political

division called itself Titonwan TroM which is derived the anglicized."Teton." There is some debate over its etyma-logy; it is
usually glossed "prairie dweller, (it seems to imply the buildThe Teton were subdivided into seven
ing or erection of tents).
smaller entities, the Oglala; Sicangu, Hunkpapa,
sapa, Oohenunpa, and Itazipco. The seven Teton subdivisions spoke
d dialect called Lakota.
the West of the Teton lived a political division which called
.itself Ihanktonwan from which is derived the anglicized "Yankton".
it is usually glossed 'end - dweller', referring ,t.0 a place in the
The Yankton were subdivided into two entities, the,Yankton
camp.
"proper", and Ihanktonwanna (anglicized into Yanktonais) usually
glossed 'little end dweller'. The two Yankton subdivisions spoke
a dialect called Nakota, one which they shared with a. tribe that
had separated from them earlier, the Assiniboine.'
T

2
The division living farther. to the East,'near what was called
Knife Lake, was collectively known as Isanti anglicized into "SanIsdnti means 'knife dwellers', referring .to the geographtee".
ical area. The Santee was comprised of four subdivisions: the
Mdewakanton, Wahpeton, Sisitonwan (Sisseton), and Wahpekute.- The
four subdivisions spoke e-a dialect called Dakota (see Table B).

The Seven Fireplaces was a term referring to the 1)\Teton, '2)
Yankton, 3) Yanktonais, 4) Mdewakanton, 5) Wahpeton,\6) Sisseton,
and 7) Wahpekute. They were geographically located in .three areas,
Western (Teton), Middle (Yankton), and Eastern (Santee): They
spoke three dialects: Lakota, Nakota, and Dakota (See Fig. 1).
Politically, they were the Seven Fireplaces; but linguistically,.
You might
there was no collective term for the th;pee dialects.
"classify"
these
divisions
of
the Seven
say the first attempt to
Fireplaces came from their enemies; Algonquian-speakers (Ojibwa
and Cree) who called them nadowe-ssi-wag, 'snake-like ones' (Pow-.
The Algonquian term
1891 original, reprinted 1966: 187)..
ell
and
.finally "Sioux".
was later corrupted into "Nadowessies,"

3'
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Political
Designatum

Linguistic
Designatum

Geographic
Designatum

Lakota

Western

N'akota

Middle,

Dakota

Eastern

Teton

Yankton

''

Santee
9

.

..-

Table B.

POLITICAL, LINGUISTIC, AND GEOGRAPHIC DESIGNATA
OF SIOUX SPEAKERS

Mdewakanton
SANTEE

Wahpeton

(Dakota)

Sisseton
Wahpekute

.YANKTON

SIOUX

(Nakota)

HOKAN-.
SIOUAN

Yankton

Yanktonais
Oglala
Sicangu

:

TETON'

Hunkpapa

(Lakota)

Mnikoju
Sihasapa
Oohenunpa
Itazipco

\

Table C.

TAXONOMY OF SIOUX DIALECTS

4

11

Assiniboine
(Nakota

Yankton
(Nakota

Santee
(Dakota)

Teton
(Lakota

Other Siouan
(Omaha, Osage, Oto, etc.)

Proto-Siouan

Figure I.

RELATION OF SIOUX DIALECTS

Geographic Distribution

Dialect
--

.
t

)

1. Pine,Ridge Reservation, South Dakota

Lakotft

2. Rosebud Reservation, South Dakota
3. Cheyenne Riv'Cr Reservation, South
Dakota
,

4, Standing Rock,Reservation, North and
South Dakota
.

5. Lower Brule Reservation, South Dakota
6. Wood Mountain Reserve, Saskatchewan

1. Crow Creek Reservation, South Dakota_

Nakot..1

2. Yankton Reservation, South Dakata

..

3. Fort Peck Reservation, Montana

Dakota

1.. Sisseton Reservation, South Dakota

2, Devil's Lake Reservation, North Dakota
3. Santee Sioux Tribe of Nebraska

4. Flandreau Reservation, South Dakota

'

.

5

Upper Sioux Indian Community, Minnesota

6. Lower Sioux Indian Community, Minnesota
7. Prairie Island Indian Community;
Minnesota.

Table D.

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF SIOUX DIALECTS

13

.

_

discarded
Owing to the pejorative nature of the term, "Sioux" was
by later writers and theterm "Dakota" substituted (Dakota means
the
'allied') as a collective term -for _the Seven:Fireplaces, and
languages they spoke.
as linguists began to classify the American Indian lanLater,
be
guages of North America, they noted a genetic relationship
Osage,
tween "Dakota" and other tribes such as the Mandan, Crow,
Omaha, Ponca, Winnebago, etc. Tribes sharing genetically-relatedlanguages were grouped into a singular "family" which needed a
classificatory term'. ,Since these other languages were found to
be related to "Dakota", the term "Sioux" in the form "Siouan" was
Had,Dakota been compared with, say, Mandan, rather than
revived.
tlie reverse, linguists might have used "Mandanian" as the name
classification
for the language family. Another reason for this
more
"Dakota"
speakers
than
was simply the fact that there were
others with which they were compared.!
lanThus the first major classifiCation,Of North American Indian
of
"Siouan"
(now
guages by Powell employed the family designation
Table
integrated with other families to form the. Hokan-Siouan [see
dividistinguished
between
the
political
C]). 'Although Powell
dialects were
sions, Teton, Yankton, and Santee, their-respective
heading,
"Dakota".
classified under the single
Great Plains,
Concurrent with the emigration of the Sioux onto the
disinteand the eventual contact by the white man, was the slow
Not
only
the
Cree
gration of the old term "Seven Fireplaces".
traders,
and Ojibwa called them "Sioux," -but so did the white
"Sioux" lost its pejoratrappers, military', and missionaries.
the official term by which the Seven
tive connotation and becathe
When
--FiteprdC'es,identified themselves when speaking English.
and Daspeaking their native language, the terms Lakota, Nakota,
and
kota were retained to indicate both the designation "Indian",
differences
was
the native language. One of the main dialectal
and /d/.
in the obvious interchange between initial /1/, /n/,
theoreticalNone of the language classifiers seemed to note that
for
a
Lakota-speaker
to say-D-64ly, at least, it was impossible
ta, or Nakota, much less be one.

The Distribution of Dialects

divisions
Once the reservations were established, the political
majority
Table
D
shows
where,
the
'of the Sioux were reshuffled.
dialects.
in
relation
to
their
respective
of Sioux-speakers live
the
Sioux
were
placed
on reIt does not 'show that in some cases
non-Siouan
linguistic
families.
servations with other Indians of
For a detailed analysis of multiple-language reservations see
Feraca and Howard (1963')..

15,000--

10,000 --

s,05

Teton

Yankton*

Santee

* Including Assiniboine

Figure 2.

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF SIOUX SPEAKERS (AFTER CHAFE, 1962)

8

15

It may be safely stated that most reservations are comprised of
Sioux who speak the same dialect. The largest group is the Teton
(Lakota).

Figure\2 shows phe relative numbers of Sioux speakers based on
Chafe's\maximal estimate (Chafe, 1962). The Teton show 15,000;
Yankton .(combined with Assiniboine) show 4,000; and the Santee,
5,000. The total Sioux population is approximately 55,000, thus'
approximately 43 percent of the population are considered Siouxspeakers. This does nottell us the distribution of Sioux-speakers
by reservation. One would expect to find a greater percentage of
Likota speakers on the-Pine Ridge and Rosebud Reservations compared with the Standing Rock Reservation on which. there are severThe
al thousand Nakota-speakers integrated with Lakota-speakers.
distribution patterns become less predictable when we analyze the
reservation on which more than one Indian language is spoken.
Together the three dialects of Sioux constitute the fifth largest
group of native speakers in the United States and Canada (after
the Navajo, Eskimo, Ojjliwa, and Cree).

Orthography
word
Historically, Sioux went throughe\traditional stages:
lists were collected by early travelers using phonetic equivalents; word lists became standardized according to systems introauced by the. Bureau of American Ethnology; and books and periodiCals were published, thus necessitating a\refinement of previous
existing orthographic systems. We are currently at a stage where
remnants of all previous systems may still be found. Theoretically, each Sioux dialect has a standard orthography. In practice
there are still'problems to be solved.

dhe problem stems from the resistance of some older Tpdians to
conform to newer. systems (not that there is any real reason to).
Early missionaries debated over how to represent some phonemes
that" were not found in English, e.g. /x/ and /k'/. For /x/, the
English letter "r" was used; for /k'/, "q" was used. Thus the
word for "cloud" was written marpiya; the word for saddle was
Today /x/ is represented by h and /k'/ by k'.
written cawaqin.
Some older Sioux still retain the "r" and "q" as it appears in
'the early literature.

./

Old timers were also taughtto write Sioux by syllables, thus mar
pi ya (or even mar 222.yah, etc.) The "sounding out" method was
then much in vogue, and. Indians could correspond with each other
Many Indians still emwil:hout a true Standardized orthography.

16
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ploy this method and feel that it is the correct way of writing
Sioux.

.

The major contributions to standardizing orthography came from
Missionaries, namely Riggs, and later Buechel, whose works are
listed in the biblioivphy.Which follows. In the standardization
process, some minor probleMs were created. While Sioux (gas eight
vowels (five oral, a,e,i,,u, and three nasal, an,in,un)1 both
Riggs and Buethel added a fourth nasal (on), indicating that the
phoneme did not exist, but that Un and, on had to be differentiated for sake of clarity. Both were pronounced un, but. it was
felt that one must distinguish between Some homonym's (e.g., un
'to be', and on 'on account of'). :Unfortunately the selection of
the un/on dyad became rather arbitrary; we still find nah'un,
nah'on; econ, ecun, etc.

One cannot underestimate the role that the standard typewriter
and typesetting played in designing a standard orthography.. Riggs
used an accent Mark to indicate glottal stops; Buechel used an
Riggs used a period below the eensonanilto indicate
apostrophe.
an aspirate; Buechel used the-aspirate mark (c); printers used
the wedge; in handwritten manuscripts, a slash was used.
In order to indicate nasalization both an
Buechel reasoned that Whenever n followed
always nasalized; therefore, there was no
However he employed the.g anyway.
mark.
to indicate nasalization.

n'and giwere used.
a vowel, the vowel-was
need of a diacritical,
u,
Linguists used.,
f,
I

Ella C. Deloria insisted on using a period between consonant clus7
ters (6.1e, m.de, etc.); however, Buechel pointed out that a schwa
was always found between consonant clusters 'and found no need for
a diacritic.
Phonological discrepancies have led logically to problems in
One of the
spelling certain words above and beyond diacritics.
major problems is still nasalization. At the first Lakota Language Conference held at Holy Rosary Mission, Pine Ridge, South
Dakota, in May, 1971, a full hour was devoted to the problem of
spelling the Sioux word for "two", which has appeared as nunpa,
nonpa, numpa, numbl, nonba, nupa, and its variations num, nup,
nunp,. nub, numlala, nuplala, etc., etc. Additionally, certain
words in their plural form (that is, those words that take the
plural suffix pi) seem to be nasalized, whereas in their singular
It would appear that the bilabials b/p influform they do not.
It
ence the vowel preceding it, causing a slight nasalization.
is more pronOunced when you have nV followed by b or p.

Other problems arise in how to treat euphonic glides: ie or iye,

10
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waaia or waaiya, as well as certain words that begin with o and
of k/g in some comThere is another inconsistency in the
wo.
pound words, e.g., the word for wolf, sunkmanitu, or sungmanitu.
In the case of nasalization, a "parsimonious law" might be .applied to Solxe the current dilemma, that is, nupa by reasons of
parsimony -Gann be preferred over other variations, thus producing
Whether "y"...-is inserted between "i" and "a"
amp, and nuplala.
is arbitrary, as is thepreference for "o" over "wo." The k/g
problem can be decided on the basis of the root, in this case'gunka, dog, thus giving \k" preference over "g."

Despite these, and other inor_problems, the standardization of
Sioux orthographies is near completion.

Part II
A Sioux, Bibliography

In.the following bibliography I have included not only books writI have
ten in the 'Sioux dialects, but those written about Sioux.
had to face the problem of differentiating between oral and pictographic traditions on the one hand, and, the written word on the
Despite the theoretical argument that might arise out of
other.
mixing apples and pears, I have included both kinds of publications. Thus in addition to "standard" bilingual works, I have
included a number of references to music texts, winter counts,
personal narratives, and unpublished texts.'

This bibliography should give those involved in bilingual programs some notion Of the impressive amount of work that has been
Many of the books listed bedone on the Si x language to date.
Yet in trying to compile a
int, or hard to get.
low are out of
comprehensive bi \liography I felt it worthwhile to include them.
Materials presently being developed, and still in an experimental
form, are not included. Additions or corrections to this bibliography will be welcomed.

De la derivation verbale specifique de l'emboitAdam, Lucien.
(In
ment et'Polysythetisme dans la langue dakota.
1878
Adam, Lucien, Etudes sur six langues amOricains.)
A pictographic History of the Oglala Sioux.
Blish, Helen H.
Lincoln: University
Drawings by Amos. Bad Heart Bull.
1967

11
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of Nebraska Press.

The pictographs illustrated in this boOk are cap tioned
..._
in Lakota, using the old "r and q" system.

.

Intrauction.to-the Handbook of American Iildian
Boas, Franz.
Reprinted'at.Liscah-:
Original, 1911.
Languages-.
1966
University,of Nebraska Press.
Siouan Dakota (Teton and Santee Dialetts) with ReIn Handbook of Amermarks on the Ponca and Winnebago.
ica Ethnology Bulletin 40, Vol. I, pp. 875-966. WashGPO.
ington:
.

1911

Excellent for comparing Teton,and Santee. Original
Riggs material cross-checked at Rosebud by Swanton.
Notes on the Dakota, Teton DiaBoas, Franz and Ella C. Deloria.
lect in International Journal of American Linguistics,
1932
Vol,. 7, Nos. 3-4.
In Race, Lan-.
Some Traits of the Dakota Language.
Boas, Franz.
printing).
guage, and Culture (1968 edition, second
1940
New York: The Free_Pres.

Some general characteristics of Laibta, originally published in Language (1937), Vol. 13, No. 2.
Memoirs of
Dakota Grammar.
Boas, Franz and Ella C. Deloria.
the
National
Academy
of
Science,
Vol.,XXIII,
Part II.
1941
Buechel, S. J. Eugene.

Manuscript Stories and Narrations.

Mss.

1908

Bible History in the Language of the Teton Sioux InBenziger Brothers.
New York:
dians.
.

1924

Contains Bible stories from the Old and New Testament
in Lakota.
A Grammar of Lakota.
Cdmpany.
.

1939

'St. Louis:

John S. Swift and

Despite minimal defiThe standard grammar of Lakota.
ciercies, it remains the best book published on Sioux.
Although written about the Lakota dialect, with modification, it may be used in teaching the grammar of any
dialect.
.

Lakota-English Dictienary.

12

Pine Ridge (South Dako-

"..

1970

-Red Cloud Indian:School.

ta):

This is the most recently published, and most comprehenAlso contains a summary of
sive dictionary in Lakota.
The chapthe grammar published in- Grammar of Lakota.
ter on history should largely be 'ignored.'
Bunyan, John.
1857

York:

Pilgrim's Progress (in theDkota Language).
American Tract Society.

New

This is the classicpcNel translated by S. R. Riggs
into Dakota..

'

Hanhanna quais htayetu cekiyapi (Morning and eveBurman,. W. A,
London Society. for Promoting'.
:1889
ning prays in Dakota).
Christian Knowledge.

The Pine Ridge Porcupine (IVazi Ahanhan Pahin k'un
Clark', Ann,
Haskell Institute.'
Lawrence:
he).
1941

This is a bilingual reader in Lakota and English.about
a porcupine who wants to be an Indian and cah in on'
This as well as the other books
porcupine quillwork.
by Ann Clark was part of a. government project to.-provide bilingual readers to Indian children.- The series
is translated by Emil Afraid of Hawk, and illustrated
by Andrew Standing Soldier unless otherwise' noted.
There Still Are Buffalo (Nahanlici Pte Yukanpi).
Haskell Institute.
Lawrence:
.

1942

This is the story. of a. buffalo calfwho grows up to be
It is translated into free
the leader of the herd.
verse giving the impreSsion that the Lakota is also in.
free verse, which it is not.

The Slim Butte Racccon.(Paha.Zizipela Wiciteglega
Lawrence: Haskell Institute.

.

1942

kin).

A raccoon from an Indian community on the Pine Reservation wants to be an Indian so that itican participate
in a give-away.
The' Grass Mountain Mouse.
Haskell Institute.
Lawrence:
.

1943

(He Peji Itunkala kin).

the story absout a prairie mouse who
A change in pace:
wants to be a cowboy.
.

The lien of Wahpeton (Unjincala WaNpetun etanhan kin
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;

1943

he).

.Lawrence:

Haskell Institute.

.

A cluck of a hen wants to be an opera star.
Bringer of the Mystery Dog (gUnka wan Wakan Agli kin
Haskell Institute.
Lawrence:
he).
.

1943

A story about how the Sioux received their first horse.
IIIustrated by Oscar.Howe.
Brave Against the Enemy (Toka wan Itkoktp kin he).
Lawrence: Haskell Institute.
.

1944

Interesting story about the problems of a teenage Loy
growing up on the Pine Ridge Reservation. Photos by
Helen. Post.

_Sioux Cowboy (Lakota Pteole Hok*i'ila).
Haskell Institute.'
.

1945

Lawrence:

A plotless commentary,about an Indi.an cowboy and his
Useful but
family tOld in see-spot-rUnyonesque style.
repetitious syntax.

/1947

Singing Sioux Cowboy (Lakota Ptcole Hoksila Lowans'a).
Lawrence; Haskell Institute.,

The same as above set to music, that is, the cowboy now
adds singing to his daily chores.
Proceedings and
Colby, L. W. The Ghost Songs of the Dakotas.
Collections of the Nebraska State Historical S7iety,
1895.
Series 2, No. 1.
CUrtis, E. S.

The North American Indian.

Cambridie.

1907

Vol. III contains Teton material
New York: Harper and
Dover Books.
New York:

The Indians' Book.
Curtis, Natalie.
Reprinted 1968,
1923
Brothers.

Contains 20 songs and translations from the Teton.
Written in phonetics, but useful.
Dakota Texts.
Deloria, Ella C.
EthnOlogical Society.
1932
Steckert.

Publications of the American
G. E.
New York:
Vol. XIV,
°

Sixty -four. stories in the Lakota dialect which were
collected at Pine Ridge, Rosebud, and Standing Rock.
Extremely useful, but hard to get.

14

1954

InterShort Dakota Tekts Including ConverSation.
Vol. XX.
national Journal of American Linguistics.

The Origin of
Deloria, Ella C. and Jay Brandon (Translators).
Dialect. Museum
the
Courting
Flute
in
the
Santee
Dakota
..1961
Vermillion: University
No. 6. (June).
News, Vol. 22.
of South Dakota.

A Partial Bibliography of Archival
Detinalie; Jr:, Raymond J.
In
Manuscript
Material._
Relating tO,the Dakota Indians.
.1970
CulThe Modern Sioux: Social Systems and Reservation
Lincoln:- University of Neture, Ethel Nurge (Ed).
braska Press.
A particularly useful guide to Sioux manuscripts, pictographs, ,winterccounts, and various other texts.. Of
particular valugic a complete list of theBushotter
Texts in Lakot,41"

Bureau ofAMerican EthTeton Sioux Music.
Den.smOre, Frances.
Washington:. GPO.
nology Bulletin 61.
1918
Ore of the foremost contributions to,Sioux ethOiraphy.
Contains transcriptions of 689 songs; the majority of
Collected
Which are in Lakota with a fewin Dakota,.

at Standing Rock and Sisseton.
Eliza Marpicokanwin raraton wan oyate en wapiyc sa.
Don, S. W.
American Tract Society,
Boston:
1842
Eliza Middle of the Cloud, healer among the Chippewa.
Dorsey, James Owen.
Languages.
'4885

On the, Comparative Phonology of Four Siouan
Washington:
Bureau of American Ethnology,

GPO.

Comparative study of. Dakota, Winnebago Cegihh, and
Tchiwere.

1889

The Social Organization of the Siouan Tribes,
nal of American Folklore, Vol. 14.

JoUr-

Contains early material on social and political organization of the Seven Fireplaces.

4

.

Teton Folk-Lore,

American Anthropologist (April).

1889

A few.stories in English,,
.

Siouan onomatopes. American Anthropologist (January).

1892

-15
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p-

.

Publishi ng Compzi'6; .

Contains pictographs and Lakota captions' in "ci and r"
style.
Eowi e, Robert II.

Dance Associations of the Eastern Dakota.

thropological Papers, Vol. XI, Part II.

1913

'An-

York:

American Museum of Natural History.

A study of Sioux 'associations containing old words.
The Dakota Winter Counts and the Corbusier
Mall cry, Garrick.
Fourth Annual Report, Bureau of AerWinter Counts.
1886
Washington: GPO.
ican Ethnology.
Winter Counts...
American Ethnology.
.

1893

Tenth Annual Report, Bureau of
Washington:

GPO.

Both contain .extensive pictographic drawings and explanations.
.

Phonemic Analysis of a Dakota Dialect. Interimtional Journal of American LinguitiCs. Vol. XXI.

Mathews, II. G.
1955

A Method of Studying the Structure of Primitlite
Appl ied to the Songs of the Teton-Sioux. University of California .Publications in Modern Philology.

Montgomery,. G.
Verse
1922

Vol. XI.

The Ghost-dance. Religion and Sioux Outbreak of
Four teenth'Annual Report, Bureau of American
:Ethnology, Part i 1. Washington : GPO. (Reprinted
1965, Chicago: University of.Chicago 'Press). .
Contains 26 Ghost dance songs and translations Written

MotineY, James,
1890.
1896
.

in phonetic style.

Murdock, George. P.
1960.

New Haven :

Ethnographic :..ibliography o,f North iiiierica.
Human Relatic ;:s Area Files.

Bibliography is arrangi by tribes and contains a great
dea I . on t he Sioux
Niobrara Deanery, Miss i onary Di strict of South Da kota Wodekiye
Wowapi. (Prayer* Book), The Niobrara Service Book (Re1937
.

vised edit ion, 1962).

Philadelphia: The Bishop White

Prayer Book Society.
Published by the /Episcopal Church in tile Dakota, dialect.
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Wakan Cekiye Odowan (Hymns in Dakota and English).
Sioux Falls: Niobrara Deanery.
.

1946

Hymns from the 1916 Hymnal of the Episcopal Chdrch.
Songs of the Teton Siodkc.
Paige, Harry W.
ernlore Press.
1970

Los Angeles:

West -

Contains a number of songs and translations, but spurious ge,eralizations.
Manuscript Lakota-English Dictionary.

Perrig, E.
1902

Bibliograiihy of the Siouan Languages.
Pilling, James C.
ington:.'GP6.
1887

Wash-

Proceedings of the
A Hebrew-Dakota Dictionary.
Plant, W. G.
Baltimore.
American Jewish Historical Society.
1953
Indian Linguistic Families of America North of
Powell, J. W.
Mexico, Seventh'Annual Report, Bureau of American Eth1891
(Reprinted, 1966. Lincoln:
nology.
Washington: GPO.
University of Nebraska Press.)
The Sioux Omaha Dance.
Powers, William K.
dition, 8(1): 24-33.
1961

American Indian Tra-

Translatiors of Omaha Dance songs.

American Indian Tradition, 8(3):

The Rabbit Dance.
113-18.
.

1962

Translations of Rabbit' dance. songs.

American Indian Tra-

1963

A Winter Count of the Oglala.
dition, No. 52: 27-37.

1970

Buechel's Lakota-English Didtionary.- Review in
American Indian Crafts and Culture, 4(7): 18. Tulsa.

1971

Discographic review in EthnoSioux Favorites.
musicology, 15(1): 154-60.

.

.

Translations of songs on Canyon Records.
The Sioux, 1798-1922: A'Dakota Winter Count.
Praus, Alexis.
Bulletin
44, the Cranbrook Institute of Science. Bloom1962
field Hills (Michigan): Cranbrook Press.
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Woonspe itakihma ehakeun okaga (Precept upon
Renville, J. B.
precept translated into the Dakota language) edited by
1864
S. R. Riggs: New York: Hurd.
Riggs,
1881

Wicoie Wowapi kin (The Word Book).
AXAmerican
Tract Society.

New York:

New York:\._:
An English and Dakota Vocabulary.
Riggs, M. A. C.
Craighead.
1852
Extracted from S. R. Riggs' Grammar and Dictionary of
the Dakota Language.

,

Grammar and Dictionary of the Dakota Language.
Riggs, Stephen R.
Vol. IV. WashSmithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.
1852
ington: GPO.

Collections ofthe Minnesota
The Dakota Language.
/
St. Paul.
Vol.
I.
Historical Society.
.

1872

Contributions to
A Dakota-English Dictionary.
Washington:
Vol.
VII.
North American Ethnography.
GPO.
.

1890

.

ContriDakota Grammar Texts, and Ethnography.
Vol.
IX. Washican
Ethnography.
butiQns to North
ington: GPO.
The Riggs publications are in DAota with some Lakota
and Nakota equivalents. Most dictionaries and grammars
have been inspired by or modeied after Riggs' work.
Amer\

1893

Riggs, S. R. and John P. Williamson. Dakota Odowan (Dakota Song).
New York: American Tract Society.
1869

1880

Dakota Wowapi Wakan (Holy Bible in the Language of
New York: American Tract Society.
the Dakotas).

On the Language of the Dakota or Sioux InRoehrig, F. L. 0.
Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the
dians.
1871
Washington: GPO.
Smithsonian Institution.
Universal Indian Sign Language.
Tomkins, William.
(Reprinted 1969 as Indian Sign Language.
1927
Dover Publications).
Oglala-Kinship Terms.
Walker, J. R.
Vol. XVI, pp. 96-109.
1914
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San Diego.
New YOrk:

American Anthropologist.

1917

The Sun Dance and Other Ceremonies of the Oglala
Anthropological Papers,
Division of the Teton Dakota.
American Museum of NatNew
York:
' Vol. XVI, Part II.
ural History.
Some of Walker's notions about Sioux cosmology have
been questioned by Deloria, but descriptionsof ceremonies are excellent. Contains some old words.

Published by Paul
Sioux Indian Dictionary.
Warcloud:Products.
Warcloud Grant, Sisseton, South Dakota.
1971?
_,------

Dowa (sic) Wowapi,-D-Aota iapi en (Song
Williamson, John P.
New York: American
Book in the Dakota Language).
1871
Tract Society.

1879

Dakota Odowan (Dakota Song).
Tract Society.

1902

/,English Dakota Dictionary.
Tract Society.

.

.

New York:

New York:

American

American

Societies and Ceremonial Associations in the
Wissler, Clark.
Oglala Division of Teton-Dakota. Anthropological Papers,
1912
New York: American Museum'of Natu
Vol. XI, Part I.
ral History.

INDIAN LANGUAGE BILINGUAL PROGRAMS

Over the past several years there has been a marked increase in
the attention given to bilingual education in the United States.
No doubi: the classroom teacher is often confused and bewildered
by the literature that is now appearing in reports and journals,
where various and often contradictory claims are made about such
fundamental matters as the role both languages should play in the
curriculum and about pupil progress in learning and in self-image.
About all that can safely beconcluded is that bilingual ,education
in our country is in its beginning phase, one in which a number
In this
of creative and innovative approaches must be tried out.
know
as
much
as
posexperimental period it is important that we
Hopein
progress.
sible about the programs that are presently
fully, the careful observation of these programs, of their successes and -failures; will lead eventually to the development of a
number of detailed descriptions of curricula and classroom organization, descriptions that will he available to teacher!; and administrators who are considering alternative approaches to bilingual schooling.

THE TITLE VII BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROJECT
AT LONEMAN DAY SCHOOL IN OGLALA, SOUTH DAKOTA
One of the most promising bilingual programs for American Indian
Children is the one that is now in operation at the Loneman Day
School in Oglala, South Dakota. Although the program is only in
its beginning and formulative stage (classes under the new system
were begun in September of 1971), it has afeady generated a considerable amount of interest in one school and the community.
What is more, the staff itself (both administrative and instrucinherent in
tional)-has, despite the inevitable difficulties
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developed an enthusiasm for
launching an experimental program,
In the paragraphs that.
and a commitment to the new approach.
follow, some of the main features of the Loneman project are outlined in brief.

The Classrooms
Perhaps the most remarkable success achieved to date is in the
classrooms, in the enthusiasm of the teachers and alertness of
In all, there are four classes at Loneman followthe children.
ing the new program -_two kindergartens and two first grades.
Each classroom has a certified teacher and a teacher-instructor,
who is a native speaker of Lakota. There is additionally a roving
teacher-instructor, who visits all four classrooms and works with
small groups of the children on special Lakota-language activiThe
ties. The atmosphere in all four classrooms is exemplary:
rooms are divided into various interest areas, and the children
move from area to area according to the activity that is being
Special attention has been given to bringing Sioux
emphasized.
culture into the school to create a Sioux atmosphere. Each room
There are
has a Sioux tribal flag along with an American flag.
star quilts and beads and pictures of Indians and Indian life on
and
colored feathers,
and there are Indian dolls,
the walls;
Each
room
also
has
a
Sioux pottery on the shelves and tables.
On
the
walls
can
be
found
cards
with
tepee of authentic design.
numbers, colors, and animal pictures, often with the names printed
in both Dakota and English. Some of the objects were made by the
teachers, and many were supplied by people from the community.
Most of the charts and objects are used directly in the instrucThe star quilt design, for example, are used to
tional program.
teach geometric shapes; the beads and the feathers to teach numExamples abound of the way in which culturally
bers and colors.
relevant objects can be used to teach such basic concepts as numInstruction is given in both Lakota and
ber, color, and shape.
English, depending on the activity; and in certain cases, for example, the teaching of numbers and colors - the children are given
the necessary vocabulary in both languages at the same time.

The Montessori Classroom at. Red Cloud School

)Tied in with the Title VII project is the bilingual Montessori
classroom at Red Cloud School (Holy Rosary Mission) in nearby
Two groups of children from ages two through five
Pine Ridge.
attend the Montessori program, one group attending in the morning
In charge of this program is
and the other in the afternoon.
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While taking classes from Gerald One Feather,
Sister Eileen Gran.
a respected leader of the Pine Ridge community, Sister Eileen was
struck by the parallels between Montessori's ideas and the ways in
which the young are taught inAraditional Sioux families, where
the child is left to develop freely, and whenever he expresses
a0:een interest in learning a new skill or a new subject he is
giiided by example. The "prepared environment" which Montessori
advocates is clearly visible in every part of the large classroom
There are puzzles and games and objects of various sizes
area:
and shapes, all of which can readily be adapted to develop the
ordering and structuring that Montessori felt was essential to effective learning.
As in the classrooms at Loneman, there is an authentic atmosphere
of Sioux culture. And both-English and Lakota are used freely,
Sister Eileen is assisted by a full, -time,
whenever appropriate.
Lakota-speaking teacher instructor, Alexander White Plume, who is
fully integrated into the classroom activities.
The success of the Montessori classroom at Red Cloud School is
impressive. The children appear to be completely absorbed in the
various activities they themselves have chosen; they are selfmotivated and never bored. There is tangible evidence everywhere
For example, Sister Eileen reported
of the children's interest.
that recently one of the children's parents threatened to keep
him out of school for the day because he had misbehaved. Disappointed and in tears, the child tried to sneak on the school bus.
No doubt parents and teachers everywhere would be heartened by
such a story.

Teacher Training

If bilingual education is to be firmly established, it is essential that teachers who are native speakers of the child's dominant language be certified for continued and full-time appointment. In many instances (and Loneman is no exception) the teacher
aide or teacher instructor, who has the talent and interest and
language competence, does not hold the necessary credentials.
This means that bilingual projects have the responsibility of
planning a staff development component which lays out a carefully
planned series of courses (including as much emphasis as possible
given to on-the-job training) that will lead toward certification
of the bilingual aides. This aspect of the Loneman projects appears to be off to a good start. Through extensive conferences
with Dr. Keith Jewett of Black Hills State. College, the project,
staff has outlined the courses that are required for an A. A. degree and for a B. A. degree. The majority of these courses will

.
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"Dried Meat", from a Lakota unit on foods.
Drawing by John Swallow
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BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

IN 'TILE BEX.HEL AGENCY; ALASKA

Enthusiasm and optimism are readily apparent in the attitudes of
participating children, parents,'and teachbrs as they talk about
the new Primary Eskimo Program (PEP) in their villages. Now in
its sccond year in the Bethel BIA Agency, this experimental bilingual project uses Yuk as the languag.e,6f instruction while teaching English as a second language in half-hour classes held twice
daily. Seven Eskimo villages are now engaged in the program, and
although parents in other villages have requested it, BIA officials feel that further expansion should be postponed until enough
time has elapsed to allow for full evaluation of the resalts.
After studying bilingual programs in effect in many other areas
of the country, educators in the Bethel Agency were convincea..s
that such an approach should receive careful consideration for.",
use in southwestern Alaska. Even though many E-skimos speak English and frequently use it to a greater extent than their native
Yuk, there are still numerous isolated villages whore over 9M of
the people are monolingual and the other 10% make only infrequent
use of their ability to speck English. It is seldom, if ever,
used in the home; and children hate little or no exposure to it
through such media as movies, television, reading material, picture books, etc.
It seemed logical, having this much use of the Yuk language in
the community, to make use of it in the school as well. Furthermore, in the schools in the area, there is a marked drop in
achievement after third grade. Plannn's felt that this lag could
be greatly reduced if the concepts of primary grade education
In this
could be taught to the children in their mother tongue.
required
to
learn
these
same
basic
way, children would not be
concepts in a language they were only beginning to understand.
The decision was made, therefore, that the Yuk language would not
be taught in the schools, but rather Would be used as a tool for
teaching curriculum content while the students were learning ESL.
The expectation is that by the time students have finished third
grade they will have acquired enough competence in English that
they will be able to continue their education with English as
the medium ofinstructiqp. Phasing into instruction in English
is being planned for the fourth grade level, with ESL continued
as part of the curriculum.

More intensive study and planning took place during the school
year 1969-70 to determine what could be done in Alaska and how a

(
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bilingual program could be designed. to fit the local needs. Leaders in this effort were S. William Benton - Education Director of
the Bethel Agency, Elias Joseph - representing the Agency School
Board, Walter T. Featherly - director 6f the project, and Eunice
Logan, Education Specialist.

After a year of planning, enough Title I funds were available t6
provide for irTlementation of _a pilot program in three of the
many villages scattered along the Kuskokwim RiVer and Yukon 0,:.-qta
The villages of Akiachsk, Nunapitchuk, and Napakiak were
area.
chosen because of the high percentage of Yuk monolinguals (95%),
the desire of the parents for the program, the availability of
and the fact that school buildings there had
trainable aides,
room to accommodate a program that would require as many as three
teachers per room.
Like many of their counterparts, these communities are all located from twenty to one hundred miles from Bethel and have populations of from 300 to 400 people whose average educational level
ranges from second to fourth grade. Transportatiorr between villages is entirely by bush plane, and the people liVe on 80% subsistence foods and 20% commercial supplies brought in by plhfie.
Only 3% of the people have permanent employment; others depend
mainly on seasonal fishing for their income.
In the thirty-Tour villages of tilt Bethel Agency, there are about
2600 students from beginning to ninth grade; and in the target
In these schools, about 28 children were
schools there are 58.
involved in the "beginning" level of tlfe Yuk program in 1970-71.
As this group moved into the "first" level in 1971-72, the program was expanded to the villages of Kipnuk, Quinhagak, Kasigluk,
These seven villages will have over 200 chiland Tuntutuliak.
dren enrolled in the first three levels of ire program by 1972-7S:

Planning the Program
Problems foreseen in planning a bilingual program suitable for
the BIA schools of the.Bethel Agency could roughly be divided into
fix?. areas:

1) Determining the content of the program and designing
the curriculum.
2)

Securing the interest and cooperation of the parents.
4

3) Recruiting native speakers of Yuk, training them to
work in the program, and giving special training to the
regular teachers.
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4) Designing and producing materials in Yuk - including
the development of a Yuk orthography that would be acceptable to all.coneerned.
.

S) Creating tests and developing other forms of evaluation.

Curriculum Design

The educational design developed by Director Walter T.-Featherly
According to Calvin
includes. a standard first grade curriculum.
for
Lundy, present Director of the PEP, the scope of the program
family
the three levels includes reading readiness, personal and
identification, health, and physical education, school'relationships, community relationships, mathematical concepts, oral landevelopment,
guage development, graphic writing skills, fine arts
Yuk.
basic science understandings, and reading - all taught in
Planners hope to ensure continuation of the program regardless of
inevitable changes in personnel by standardizing the curriculum
and by producing adequate standard materials.
from
Teaching is done entirely by "associate teachers" recruited
teacher
acting
as
supervisor,
conthe village, with the regular
.This sepdration of teaching duties
sultant, and ESL teacher.
idenhelps to emphasize Yuk as the medium of instruction and to
In
addition;
tify English as one subject of the total curriculum.
each classroom has an aide who has received the same pre-service
The aides serve primarily as back-up
training as the associate.
substitute
teachers or can fill in perpersonnel who can act is
drop
out of the program.
manently if an'associate happens to

Daily
The ESL cegponent is taught for half an hour twice a day.
three-member
team
enable
them
to
coorplanning sessions of thb
dinate the conceptual content of their teaching and to arrange
their lesson plans so that the scope and sequence of the ESL proand sequence
gram will parallel as nearly as possible'the "scope

of the Eskimo program."

Parent Involvement
the proA special effort has been made to interest parents in
home,
the
gram and obtain their cooperation and support in the
The
first
approach
was
made
at
a
comcommunity, and the school.
board
members,
the
local
school
munity meeting of parents, school
staff, and junior high school students. One of the most successleadful efforts to describe the program to parents and community
showing
planning
ers was the production of a fifteen minute movie
sessions that involved local and Agency level school board mem-
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bers, native teachers, BIA officials, and local school staffs.
The film also shows activities of a classroom where an Eskimo
teacher, using culturally appropriate Eskimo materials and an
Eskimo orthography,.is working with happy, well-motivated children.
The film is narrated in either Yuk, English, or Navajo.
[The film, ESKIMO BILINGUAL EDUCATION, may be requested for a
five-day loan from the BIA Instructional Media Center at Brigham
City, Utah, or from the. Language Arts Branch, Educational Planning
and Development, P. 0. Box, 1788, Albuquerque, NewNlexico, 87103.]
In the 1972-73 program, parents will be included in two general
rplanning sessions and will serve as resource people at the schoollevel weekly planning and evaluation meeting; Principals constantly remind the parents of the importance of their involvement
Local councils have
and of the time necessary for evaluation.
already. been informed of the need to discontinue expansion until
evaluation can determine the "impact this program had had on the
target group" - an estimated, five years.

Recruiting and Training Teachers
In cooperation with the University of Alaska, two residents of
each target village were chosen to attend an eight-week summer
training session at the university. These people had been recommended as associate teachers and aides by the local school' board
and principal and had been screened by BIA personnel. Many of the
trainees were men, chosen because it was felt that they would be
more likely to return to college for further training and eventually become certified tpachers - a posSibility not quite so likely
Most were already literate in some
for the women of the,m-iAlage.
form of Yuk orthography and had only to learn to read in the one
that was being used for the program. Others attending the workshop in 1970 were the ESL teachers and the principals from each
school and a representative from the Bethel Agency Media Center.
The staff conducting thetraining sessions consisted of a linguist
the Eduthe Project Director,
from the University akf Alaska,
cation Programs DireAs, and an Education Specialist from the

\Bethel Agency.
All members of the workshop were given a course in cultural. anthropolog.K, and the Eskimo teachers and, the media specialist were
ESL teachinstructed'in. Yuk literacy, using the new orthography.
ers received 'gpeCial help in program planning and coordination
and in the develiipent of an oral English program for beginnerS.
Additional activitiesNin the workshop included .definitions of the
objectives of a bilingua l program, definition of the roles ofteam
members, preparation of a .teacher's resource guide in Yuk, aya a
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is that in measuring the achievement of the students and the effectiveness of the program in relation to its goals,' traditional
methods simply prove to be inefficient and sometimes iiihdequate.
The Primary Eskimo Program is no different in this respects.,,, For
one thing, during the pilot year of.the project, three schools,,
without the program were used as comparisOn groups, but perhaps-,
because of the isolation of the villages, definite differences
between them made these tests invalid. It is now felt that more
valid coMparisons can be made by using records of comparable
classes from previous years within the same village.

Present plans for the 1972-73 school year include pre-testing'in,
September and post-testing in June using the Metropolitan Achievement Tests and four other tests which are being developed at the
University of Alaska under the direction of James M. Orvik of
As with the prothe Center for Northern Educational Research.
duction of materials, the State Operated Schools division of the
Alaska State Department of Education is participating in the proBecause the testers must be able to speak both Yuk and Enject.
glish, aides from the program are being trained to administer the
tests. They will travel in teams to all.,seven schools. [A problem
unique to Alaska developed thefirst year when the post-tests were
scheduled to be administered just at the time When the,unpredictable spring "breakup" occurred. In order to get to all villages'
before landing strips became knee-deep in mud, and before it became impossible to land planes on the river ice, the teams split
up; and individual members went to different villages and,did the
testing as quickly as possible.]
The evaluation of the PEP will gather data from four general
areas:

1) Linguistic
2), Academic

3) Intellectual
4) Attitudinal

In order to test the child's ability to communi- /,/
cate in Yuk and English, tests are being developed to measure the:
child's "receptive vocabulary" in Yuk and in English aswell as
It may be of inhis "expressive' vocabulary" in both languages.
production
of.one
tcresvhcre to note the procedures used in the
First,:
John
of these tests, the Yuk Receptive Vocabulary Test.
Angiak, a native of the Yuk dialect area, created a "starting
fund." of 250 illustrations of "vistis, activities,.objeets; and
concepts indigenous to the local culture and environment." Then,
under the direction of Irene Reed and her assistants, Martha Teelukand Pascal Afcan, these pictUres were presented to fhe associate teachers then in training at ,the University of Alaska, who
1), Linguistic:
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helped to determine the appropriate Yuk words for. each picture
and the relative difficulty of the items.
The illustrations
were then grouped into related concepts (such as kinds of children's play) and rated in such a way that the testIr could score

the child's achievement on the testThe test is 3dministered by
having the child point to the picture thatpresents a word uttered in Yuk by the native-speaking teSter.
The Yuk Expressive Vocabulary was administered by.havirig the tester point to a picture and say in Yuk, "this is a sack and you
can use it to carry things." Pointing to a second picture, she
would name the object and ask what could be done with it.
After
that,, the child was asked to name the object and tell' what could
be done with it. Responses were recorded verbatim.
[For further
details see "External Evaluation of the Impact of Bilingual Education in Southwestern Alaska,".by James M. Orvik, Center for Northern Educational Research, University of Alaska.]
2) Academic: The Metropolitan Achievement Test battery will be
used, including recent norms published for the Northwest Territories, which include norms for Eskimo children in second grade.
3) Intellectual.data:
An effort will be made to establish the
child's "intellectual potential" or, as the author says, "a test
of observation and clear thinking." will be made, using the Raven.
Coloured Progressive Matrices.
Efforts to avoid cultural bias
will be made by reducing as much as possible the verbal reaction
between, tester and child and by establishing norm scores within
the cultural group.
4) Attitudinal data: Testers will clicite stories in Yuk and in
English "into which the child may project his attitudes toward
himself, his native culture, the school, and a variety of other
target concepts." Attitude changes in the parents will also be
analyzed.

Conclusion

.

One of the largest hurdles facing the designers of the program
was convincing the people that learning in Yuk would not be a
giant step backward. After all; they had been taught for years
that English was the language of instruction'alid that their own
language was not the road to success.
Initial discussions with
parents were often interspersed with comments like, "You teach
them English; we'll teach them Yuk at home." Even though Yuk is
the -lost viable language in Alaska today and there are approximately 15,000 speakers; it was not until parents were convinced
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that Yuk would not, be taught in the schools but would only be
used while the children were learning English, that they began to
adopt a positive attitude toward the experiment. Some fears and
apprehensions continued, however, until it became apparent to
everyone that the children were learning faster and better than
ever before, and were loving it in the bargain. Response to the
program became overwhelmingly positive almost everywhere, and comments from parents changed to "I didn't know my child could learn
so fast," or "I didn't think my kid was so bright." Parents are
especially thrilled when an entire school program is presented
in Yuk.

Teachers, too, are enthusiastic in their. praise of the new proSome Of the associate teachers had been aides before the
gram.
inception of PEP. TheSe people as well as the regular teachers
feel that some of the more encouraging aspects are:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

The children are easier to teach.
They are learning more things faster.
Both teachers and students feel more freedom in the
classroom.
The children are not afraid to talk.
There is less reticence and more volunteerihg.
Parents are proud to hear their children read in Yuk.
Competence in Yuk is also growing as a result of using
it as a learning tool.
It is easier to explain English by using Yuk.
Children have more confidence in their ability to
learn English.
Because they can concentrate on the language itself,
the children seem to be learning English faster than
when they were getting' English all day long.

All this
familiar
ness and
but will

unbounded optimism leads Mr. Orvik to warn against the
"self-fulfilling prophecy phenomenon." As he says, "Newinnovation may tend to breed their own early success;
you love it when it's old and familiar?"

As the program continues to develop, more detailed and precise
measurements of pupil achievement will undoubtedly be formulated.
Meanwhile, in certain areas (perhaps the most important of all)..t..
the program has succeeded impressively. Anyone observing the
program will testify to the children's increased interest in
A
school, the parents' enthusiasm,' and the teachers' optimism.
been
created
in
the
new and exciting atmosphere for learning has
classrooms.
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TESTING LANGUAGE SKILL.
by

John W. Oiler, Jr.

I.

Introduction.

Recently as I was rummaging around in the ULCA archives on lanI ran across a short one-act play which seems to
guage testing,
be appropriate as a mood setter fiir a discussion on testing and
evaluation.

The play is by a man named I. Cde Light, and I am

told that this is probably a pseudonym for someone who wishes to
Of course, you understand I have no idea who
-------1-cumln-anonymous.
that could possibly be. In a prefatory note Mr. de Light cautions
his readers that any resemblance between the characters of this
play and real persons either living or dead is purely coincidental. Since the play is a short one, I have been able to reproduce it in full here:

j

Theory Shmeory:

A Short One Act Didactic Play
by
I.C. de Light

ACT I

[Enter Dr. Knowim All Pompsky with Miss B. N. Awe. Dr. Pompsky
takes the podium with proper pomp. Miss Awe sits in the front
row - note pad in hand and pencil poised pensively.]
Dr. Pompsky:

To begin with we must lay due stress and emphasis
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M.;

on the fact that tie one thing that we do know at the
Especially about lanoutset is that we know ',c'PL4 little.
Therefore, one NUOG exercise extreme caution in
guage.
approaching the intricate problems of testing language
and he must do so in any event in devious and
skills,
clever ways. The complexities of linguistic skills
.

.

.

]

[Three hours and thirty notepads later
C.

.

.

Whatever it is, it

Miss Awe: Skill-shmill, language7shm4ouage.
has to be tested.

The
You're quite right.
Yes, indeed.
Dr. Pompsky: Oh, yes.
distinguish
between
first thing is to see to it that you
.Otherwise you may get what
competence and performance.
the computer scientists call a GIGO effect.

amo effect?

[Puzzled]

Miss Awe:

Garbage In, Carlycge Out.
Yes, _indeed!
Dr. Pompsky: Oh yes.
The question is, have the students really acquired the underlying deep to surface realizations of the transformational dependencies of the-target
.

.

°;.!

.

.-!
You mean

Miss Awe:

.44.!
.

.

.

[Continuing undisturbed] system-of-6rganization,
Dr. Pompsky:
from
or has the mapping of contingent elements resulted
a
.

Miss Awe:

.

.

You mean .

.

[Unaware of Miss Awe's presence] non -permanent buffDr. Pompsky:
er storage of quickly decaying memory traces.

[Finally, Dr. Pompsky pauses and Miss Awe humbly suggests]
Miss Awe: You mean the student might have just memorized some
material for the test?

(As if waking\from a deep trance] Oh, yes. I guess
Dr. Pompsky:
Yes, I suppose you could.
you could put it thalvday.
.

[By now, of course, the 'lecture is over and Miss Awe goes back to
the classroom .wearier and wiser. Her notepads filled with neat
and lengthy sentences are filed in the circular bin where,they
dowill do the most good, and she'goes.back to her old system of
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ing whatever seems best, and it probably is.]
When the experts say that nothing can be done don't do it.

..;....***Moral:

END OF ACT I
(Also, end of "Theory Shmeory:

A Short One Act. Didactic Play")

Misgivings and uncertainty concerning-the testability of language
though common among linguists, cannot be shared by.the
skill,
classroom teacher or anyone els'who is charged with the respon-'
sibility of finding out how well Juanito and his friends s
sycholoEnglish. The teacher cannot wait for the linguist
guists, etc., to
gists,.sociologists, psycholingui ts, soc
gists,.sociologists,
theories of learning and
resolve all of the controversies
language. The teacher . t-do something even if it is wrong.

Thisiseussion attempts to provide a better working understandof classroom testing a) by reviewing different kinds of tests
and discussing their applicability to specific aspects of language skills, and b) by considering some of the controversies
over different kinds of teacher made tests.

Definition of terms

a test = an'observable activity the student is asked to perform
under controlled conditions in order to-determine his
capacity,to perform similar activities under less rigid
controls.

a reliable test = one that produces.the same results under the
(Does the test
same conditions on different occasions.
measure consistently?)
a valid test = an observable activity that simulates (or faithfully mirrors) the conditions and activities of the.
skills it. seeks to measure.
it is supposed to?)

(Does the test, measure what

a good test = one that (a) provides valid and reliable information about the effectivenessof the student's leatning
and the teacher's instruction, (b) functions as an integral part of the teaching/learning process by focusing
attention on, and giving practice in, usefdl language
skills.
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Language Skills
Components

Listening Speaking Reading Writing

Phonology/
orthography

11111

lidl _.-..A0
Vocabulary -141111111.41100.-4,000%4N11131.41
.-Aghl
_A16.-_Alb
,All
r
Adoer
pr
Rate and

Discrete point
type items

Structure

Integrative
skills

.general
fluency

Aga

AO

.

Ad

(From D. Harris, Testing ESL, p. 11.)

Figure 1.
a

Multiple-choice items can of course be presented in various ways:
The test questions and alternatives may be pr'esented orally or in
writing, and they may be responded to orally or' in writing depending on the purposes of the test. Some examples follow.
As a test of auditory discrimination (from Harris, 1969, p. 32),
the student may hear the words:
(1)

(a) cot

(b)

caught

(c) cot

2

The task is to determine whether all are the same or whether one
is different from the other two and if so', which one is different.
There are, of course, many variations on this type of auditory
discrimination item.'

The following are suggested by Harris (1969,
various aspects of discrete skills.

pp

Grammatical:Structure
-\\

(2) Mary
(a) is living

(b) has lived
(c) lives'

in New York City since 1960.

26-28) to test

Sentence Interpretation
(3) An old friend (4John's brought him news of his uncle last
night.

Him refers to

(a) an Od friend
(b) John

(c) the uncle

Word Order
,(4) When

(a) plan
(b) you

(c) to go
(d) do

Vocabulary

(Harris, 1969, p. 52)

(5) A brief, light sleep

(a) yawn
(b) nap

(c) struggle
(d) hug
(6) The old woman was I'm

to push open the door.

(a) harsh
\

(b) deaf
(c) sincere
(d) feeble

r

.other discrete-point items, typical of those found in the Test .o
English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL produced by Educational
Testing Service; Princeton, New Jersey), are those designed to

dJ
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test specific writing skills.
(1969, pp. 71-2).

The following are-from Harris

Subject Verb Agreement

(7) The design of yle twp new bridges (Are/is) very unusual.
Structural parallelism

;

the
(8) She enjoyed sewing, /reading, and just (to sit /sitting) on

porch watching the /people go by.
Case of pronouns
(9) To my little brother and (I /me), Uncle John was the most

wonderful-friend.

k

;

Comparison of'AdjeCtives
(10) The afternoon rushthour

the (worse /worst) part of the day.

3

Formation of Adverbs

\

(11) The man tipped.his hat and spoke very (polite/politely) to
the ladies.

Formation of Irregular Vdrbs,
(12) Neither of the children would tell us who had (broke/broken)
the window.

\

B.

Tests` of Integrative-Skills

always. a clear-cut disI do not wish to suggest that there
'f
the above type and the
tinction between discrete-point items
However, in generbelow.
integrative items which I will discuss
Ladcand
Harris
do
fall
into the cateal the above examples from
discussed beitems,
and
,those
test'types
gory of discrete-point
In
"one
or
two cases of
integritive.
lowtdo become increasingly
above,
there
are
some
difficulties
the discrete-point .items given
point
of
language
15
that
is being
in saying precisely what the
follow,
it
is
scarcely
eviet
pos
tested. In the test types that
and
of
granmar
is
being"'tested,
sible to say exactly what point

it is-almost always-necessary to understand a whole sentence or
more in order to answer correctly.

1

Reading Skills.
-

-

The following examples of tests of reading skills were intended
The first group of
for foreign students at the college
items are concerned mainly with yocabuldrY. Generally, however,
it is necessary for thefstudent to understand the whole sentence
in order to get the item correct. -For.this xeason, I prefer to
think of the following vocabulary -items As integrative in nature.
Obviously, he.pointis debatable. By working through the followpossible to acquIre an intuitive feeling for the
ing items it
kinds of skills that are involvdd:
.

is

J.
.

.

.

Vocabulary.

'

..

Directions: Choose the word which best expresses the meaning of the underlined word or phrase. More than one answer
may be pAssible, so be sure that you pick the best one.
4

-,.

,

.

,

,-

() By the addition,. of many unknown factors, the problem
'becomes more complicated.
,

.

(a) stable
(b) complex
(c) concerned
/ (d) confined
(e) deprived

C2) Everyone likes Bill because he's so
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(3)

cheerful

rich
careful
decent
funny
happy

O

Mr. Allen will assist the students.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

manage
take
help
advise
watch

,

(4) Our new professor appeared to be a competent lecturer.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

interesting
wealthy
informative
complex
capable

(S) Dictators deviate from the accepted principles of
democracy.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

agree with
depart from
derive from
put up with
subscribe to

b. Reading: Comprehension

The next selection of items from a test of readingrcomprehension
requires the student to select the appropriate paraphrase for a
In working through these items you will see that
given sentence.
it is necessary for the student to understand abstract relationships between subjects, verbs, arid objects, among other Allting,
It would, howevtrr, be
in order to answer the items correctly.
difficult if not impossible to say precisely what points of gram=
mar are involved here and this puts the test items clearly in the
domain of integrative tasks.
Directions: Choose the sentence which best expresses the
meaning of the given sentence. More than one answer may be
possible, so be sure that you pick the best one.

(1) Helen's brother got married when she was eighteen years
old.

(a) Helen's brother got married at the age of eighteen.
(b) Helen's brother was eighteen years old when she got
married:
(c) When Helen was eighteen, her brother got married.
(d1 Helen got married when she was eighteen years old.
(e) Helen's brother got married just eighteen years ago.
(2) Sitting on the floor, Janet watched her husband paint
the chair.

(a) While Janet sat on the floor, her husband watched
her

(b) .Janet watched her husband paintthe chair which was
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on the floor.

(c) Janet sat on_the floor watching her husband pail
the chair.
(d) Jandt watched the floor while her husband painted
the chair.
(e) Janet painted the chair and watched her husband sit
on the floor.
\

(3) The more fully mechanized factory has undoubtedly
strengthened the long-term drift of women into paid
occupations.
(a) Mechanization helped management gain more control
over female labor over the years.
(b) Mechanization helped add to the steady increase of
the female labor force.
(c) Mechanization helped the steady increase of women
in employment outside of factories.
(d) Mechanization helped the steady increase of women's
-salaries in industry.
(e) Mechanization helped speed -up the inclusion of
women in the labor force.
(4) The boys' cheating was a:matter for concern.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

The matter of cheating was of concern to the boys.
A concerning matter was cheating to the boys.
The boys' concern was for the matter of cheating.
It was a matter of cheating that concerned. the boys.
It was a matter of concern that the boys cheated;

(5)' For more than twenty-four years he avoided capture.
(a) He was twenty-four years..old when he was captured.
(b)'After twenty-four years. he finally escaped from
prison.
(c) For more than twenty -four years he, was avoided, by.
the 'police.

(d) He did not capture any criminals for twenty-four
years.
(e) He was a free man for and

than twenty-four years.

Another item type which we have found useful in our testing program at UCLA is a task which requires that the student select
from several alternatives a sentence which best expresses the
main idea of a paragraph. Again this is clearly in the domain of
integrative skills.

'Y
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c. Reading: Understanding the Main Idea of

Paragraph.

Directions: Read the paragraph and then choose the statement
that best expresses the central idea.
The obvioUS method of discovering whether the class has studied its work, and of prodding them on to study in the future,
Written'questlons with written answers
is. to ask questions.
Horrible words.
are "tests", "quizzes", or "examinations".
I
sat
through
so many
sound.
My soul sickens at their. very
hundreds
of
thein
of them,. and I have. marked so many
yet I have never been able to think of a substitute, and have
.

.

Yet to meet anyone else who has.
(a) Hundreds of examinations have been given in the
past.
(4) Written questions are the best type of examination.
(c) It is obvious that the class has not studied its
lesson:substitute.
(d) Tests are-lxirrible, but no one has found a
the
questions
on
(e) Students must be prodded to answer
a test.
.

2.

Cloze Tests

tests which
One of the most promising types of integrative skills
eitherachievement
or
proficiency
has been proposed for measuring
cloze
in foreign language or second language situations is the
native
speakers
by
Taylor
test. This method was first used with
The
of
reading
materials'.
(1953) to determine the difficulty
simply
deletes
every
nth
-eloze technique of test construction
The
from,a
passage,
of
prose.
word (5th, 6th, or 7th usually)
the
missing
words
or
to
re
student is then required to replace
blanks.
placing
acceptable
words
in
the
store the passage by
Tere,has been some discussion about what is the best way to
score a test,of this type. With-native speakers it has been,/
shown that it makes little difference whether only the exact
words restored to the passage'are counted3as.correct, or whether
In a study recently
other acceptable substitutes are allowed.
that
the
best\way
of scoring
completed at UCLA, we discoveied
speakers
.seems
to
be
to allow both
cloze passages fOr non-native
Other more
words
(Oiler,
1971).
acceptable substitutes and exact
yield
little
new
information,
elaborate, scoring systems seem to
words
and by allowing acceptable substitutes as well as the exact
of ESL
in
correlation
with
other
tests
a significant increase
skill is achieved.
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To get some idea
An example of a cloze test is included below.
of what skills the student must employ in order to restore the
missing words, it may be revealing to you to work through the pasInterestingly enough, cloze tests seem to correlatbest
sage.
with other tasks which require skill in listening comprehensien.
Instructions:

(1) Read the whole passage.
(2) Then, go back and fill in the blank with the word
you think is missing.
A bird in the hand is worth two in the.bush.
Example:
(3) Use only one word for each blank.
(4) Contractions like "don't,'! "can't," "he's," "you're"
can be used to fill a blank.
He can lift 100 pounds but he can't lift
Example:
1,0,90 pounds.
-

(5) Tr) Xe fill in every blank.
I did not have the pleasure, of knowing M1.' Ravel in the

days when he was still struggling with the first principles
Like everyone else, of course, I
of the English language.
his
heard of him, and had smiled
tongue,
difficulties with the idiosyncrasies of
the time. You will
as reported in the newspapers
,, his remarks in excited and, broken
recall, for
of the word "fast."'
the
English
to a
horse was fast when he was
wasalso
fast
under
hitching post. The same
he
was
running
exactly diametric circumstances
fast
-if
she
smoked
cigarettes.
A woman
away.
fast
was fast if it didn't fade.
A
a
language!
Et
cetera,
was to go without food.
only the faintest
Today, M. Ravel speaks English
what
he
has
to
say is
of French accents,
salted with Gallic gestures and mannerisms.
other evening, after listening with polite
an account of my own present
incredulity
the French language, he shrugged
difficulties
\

his

But when you have mastered
"Perhaps.
Like everything
understand.

,

you will

French, our lan-

see.. But,,this English!
guage is arways logical,
.11
it;
but
I
do
not
understand
I
Ah!

"Logical" is the last adjective I
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use-in de-

1 had no chance

scribing the French language.
to say

a very
"Last winter I
"Listen!" said M. Ravel.
to
me,
'Jules,
your
voice
is
bad cold. A friend
As
an
adjective
I
Husky?
husky.'
is an.Eskimo.
not know the word. As a noun,
I consulted
my
voice
is
husky?
What does this
To
Ah!
'Husky,'
adjective
dictionary.
Like
an
Eskimo.
'powerful,
strong,
burly.'
be
Then, to myself, I.
Very neat!
Logical
is
my voice my friend
Husky?
/frown suddenly.
And
that
most
positively
- is .husky!
of.
was
With, my
not
powerful.
It
It is not strong.
so
weak
I
can
hardly
use
cold, it
I
employs?
Is this some American humor my
_I
discover
a
Ah!
look in the dictionary
sec
So! ,
'dry, harsh, hoarse..'
second meaning:
my
voice
is
husky.
He
what my friend means.
voice is hearse."
He means
,

.

.

.

!

.

.

.

.

.

.

M. Ravel shook his
'(From Brown, 1956; p. 115.)
I

AS,

3.

Dictation

Another, form of integrative skills test, one which has been extremely popular among language teachers for many years, is dictaProfessional
-I-19n. .(Valette, 1967, favors this testing device.)
testers, however, have regarded dictation as somewhat uneconomical and uninformative as a testing device. Robert Lado (1961,
p. 34) has argued that dictation is not a good measure of listening comprehension or phonological discrimination because the
sounds are often given away by the context. He has also remarked
that dictation is not a good test of word order since the word
order is given, and it cannot be a test of vocabulary because the
vocabulary is given. But in several recent studies of'the UCLA
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PLACEMENT EXAMINATION it has. been
demonstrated that dictation is an extremely useful measure of
overall proficiency in English as a second language. The three
passages given below are examples selected for-the fall examination of 1970._The-ihird passage, which is obviously the most
complex in---i-tructure and vocabulary, yielded tie best discrimination among subjects and the 4ighest correlation with other parts
of the entrance examination.
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I

John was a pleasant looking young man./ Anna was a pretty young.
girl./ She had a small turned-up nose./ Together they walked
down to the river./ They sat on the grass near the water./ it
was a pretty place./ There were trees all around../ They were
alone./ No one could see them./ They had their fishing poles
with them./ They had brought sandwiches to cat./ They began to
(From Dixon, 1950, p. 69.)
fish./

0

II

Joe'is a freshman and he is having/ all the problems that most
freshmen have./ As a matter of fact,/ his problems started before he even left home./ lie had to do a lot of things/ that he
didn't like to do/ just because he was going away to college./
He had his eyes examined/ and he had his-cavitie-g-filled/-1-1though he hates to go to a dentist,/ and he had his watch fixed
(From Praninskas, 1959, p. 217 .)
by a neighborhood jeweler./
III

I did not have the pleasure of knowing Mr. Smith/ in the days
when he was still struggling/ with the first principles of the
English language./ Like everyone else,/ of course,/ I had heard
of him and had smiled/ at his difficulties with the idiosyncrasies of our tongue,/ as reported in the newspapers of the time./
You will recall,/ for ekample,/ his remarks in excited and broken
English/ concerning the absurdities of the word "fast."/
(From BroWn, 1956, p. 115.)

The average score for the first passage was 23.7 out of 30 points
The average for the second passage was.20.6 out of 30 and the
average for the third passage was 17.2 out of 30. The standard
The
deviations were greater for the more difficult passages.
more difficult passage seemed to give the most discriminating information, but all three passages correlated at close to the 80%
level.

The administration procedure, of course, is.very important to the
success of dictation as a testing technique. The most important
If the dictation is to be a-test of
factor is rate of speaking.
skill in handling the spoken word, itmust be spoken (or read, in
Reading a dictation at a
this case) at a fairly fast clip.
snail's pace is probably not much of a test of anything but spelling

At UCLA, we follow the method used by Lois McIntosh.
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First the

passage is read once through at a normal conversational speed.
The second time it is read with pauses at convenient phrase or
clause boundaries while the students Write down what they hear. ,
The third time the passage is
Marks of punctuation are given.
read aigain at normal seed with occasional pauses to allow students to make corrections.To show that dictation is not, as Lado and other professional
testers have suggested an uneconomical and imprecise writing exercise, consider the following errors made in dictations by col-lege level. foreign students at UCLA.

Errors from Dictations

__(On the left side of the arrow, the original phrasing is given,
to the right side appears the student's rendering.)
(1) best described as exponential. ===> best described as an exponential period
from
the
beginning
of
time
===>
from
the
beginig at time
(2)
the
new
has
barely
a
chance
to
become
familiar
===> the new
(3)
has earlfto change to become familiar
that famous generation
(4) that the famous generation gap == =-..
-gap

(5) science and technology have created,===> sceince and
technolege has created
(6) _this ocean and its ways ===> this ocean and its waves
-(7T-iches===> richness
(g)Jian the early sailors ever dreamed of ===> than the early
sailors never dreamed of
(9) an accelerated rate ===> on unaccelerated rate
(10) knowledge of ===> knowledge for
(11) of being consigned ===> of bean consigned
(12) too many changes for comfort ===> to many changes
confort (Spani h spk.)
(13) promises ===5 promesses (Spanish spk.)
4.
(14) riches ===> reaches (Spanish spk,)
(IS) today's search ===> today search
of es actroms
(16) at both ends of the spectrum ===> at both
(Persian)

(17) the result is ===> the reasult (Persian, posyibly an analogy
with reason)
(18) this ocean and its ways ===> this ocine and this ways
(19) change has been the law of life from the beginning of
time ===>change the lite off there, from begining time (Japanese)
(20) to become familiar before it is replaced by something even
-newer ===> to become for million befor es replaced by something
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even new (Arabic)
(21) something new has been added ===> something new has .been

had it talian)
(22) as change continues to ===> as change continue.to (Italian)
(23) for at least five thousand years = = => for adlist 20,000.
years (Bulgarian)
(24) to find practical means of feeding people better and means
of helping them avoid the terrible damage of wind storms ===>to
find particalman living better and mean help man and boy
tellable damag store. (Chinese)
(25) avoid the terrible damage.of windstorms ===> the boy
terrible damage of ministers (Japanese)

However problematic dictation may be in terms of scoring or
administration, it clearly does provide a tremendous wealth of
information about how well the student understands the language.
It certainly is naive to suggest (as some have, see my discussion
on this, 1971a) that in taking a.dictation all the student needs
to know is how to spell English words. It is clear even from a
cursory examination of these few errors, that the student is not
.simply copying down words, but is'involved in an active and complex process of analysis-by-synthesis.

4.

Composition

Another popular form of examination, which has been used bash as
a measure of achievement and of proficiency, is the traditional
composition. -The major difficulty with using composition as a
It is frequently impossible to
testing device is correction.
determine precisely what it was that the student was trying to
The following examples illustrate this problem. The matesay.
rial in normal elite type is what the student actually wrote. The
The material
cross-outs are words that the student crossed out.
in italics written above the line is my estimation of what the
student might have been trying to say. Note that in some cases
For
'it is very difficult to say what the student had in mind.
this and other reasons, scoring compositions by most methods is
quite unreliable.

Examples of compositions written by foreign students at the
college-level:
(1) Topic:

"When I Was a Child"

There is one impression of my childhood which stands
There is'one seuvenip impression of my childhood which
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Notes

This paper is a revised version of an invited lect re originally
in the prepresented at,the TESOL Convention, New Orleans, 197
convention workshop on testing. I am grateful to'Lois McIntosh
.(the pre-convention Chairman), William Slager, and several of my
colleagues at UCLA for their useful comments and suggestions concerning the content of this paper. In addition, I would like to
thank the participants of the workshop for their stimulating
I
comments and questions. Any errors, of course, are my own.
also gratefully acknowledge permission to quote from David
1

Kg.

.

Harris's book (1969).
`Notice that in some dialects of American. English, this contrast
questionable item by most
no longer exists. Hence, this is a
test standards.
.

Sometimes the misleading term "synonym" has been used. This
would suggest that when the subject does not restore the original
word to the test that-he usually replaces it with some synonym;
in fact this is often not the case.
3

4

These. indiNot the slash marks in the examples of dictations.
Obviously,
other
positions
for
cate the location of the pauses.
The
important
thing
to
the pauses could have been selected.
remember is that the length of sequences between pauses should
chllenge the.short-term memory of the non-native speaker. Also
these sequences should be spoken at conversational speed.

For criticism of this viewpoint see Upshur (1971), Belasco (971)
and 011er (1971c).
5

.
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COMMON ERRORS IN CONSTRUCTING MULTIPLE CHOICE ITEMS
by

.

John W. Oiler, Jr.

The following test items were prepated for the various sections
examination bstudents in a course on lanof the UCLA placement
them are not all obvious
guage testing. The errors contained inn
However, they are auclear
cut
errors.
and in fact'are not all
problems
thentic items, and some of them illustrate very .typical
in writing items of a multiple choice type..

.

Vocabulary

instructed to
For the following,vocabulary items the student is
phrase.
choose the best synonym for the underlined word or
(1) He is an&. awkward fellow.

b) intrinsic

a) funny

c) stingy
e) clumsy

-d) eager

(

problem in conThis vocabulary item illustrates a rather typical
saying
'He is an
Note the difficulty of
structing alternatives.
have
avoided
this
partidufunny fellow.' The test writer could
articles
within
lar grammatical difficulty by either inserting
between
the
article
the altetnatives or by inserting a modifier
problem. An
and the adjective awkward in order to avoid the a/an
makes
is
the
choice
b)
:intrinsic'
other difficulty in this item
Also,
for an ungrammatical combination 'an intrinsic fellow'.
the word 'intrinsic' is scarcely of the same level of difficulty
as the other words selected as alternatives.
\
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(2) That's a ridiculous suggestion.

c) comprehensible
b) strenuous
e) esoteric
d) preposterous

a) erudite

The difficulty with item 3 is that the word 'ridiculous' is less
Notice also
difficult than the correct choice 'preposterous'.
that other items in the alternatives are generally more difficult
than the word 'ridiculous'. The point is that if the student knew
the word in the stem and if the alternatives were more difficUlt
than -the stem he might not know the alternatives and therefore
would miss the item. When thi! happens the test item fails to
reveal the knowledge that the student actually possesses, and
since it is the purpose of the test to find out what the student
he should be
knows rather than to trick him into making errors,
given every opportunity to reveal his knowledge. This item could
be rewritten by putting the word 'preposterous' in the stem (that
is, if the word were thought useful to college level students),
and. by including 'ridiculous' as one of the alternatives.
(3)

I was brought up on a small mid-western farm.

a) grown up
d) grown

b) raised

c) lifted
e) carried around

Here choice a) is completely ungrammatical.
was grown up on -a small mid-western farm."
(4)

You cannot say "I

I waited anxiously for the mailman to come all morning.

a) avidly

c) worriedly
b) distractedly
e)
vainly
d) carefully

The difficulty her.e is an indeterminant choice. The best synonym
'eagerly' is not there. The word 'worriedly' is a possible answer, but an unlikely one from the point of view of a native
speaker.

(5) Ruth showed hostility toward her neighbors.
c) unfriendliness
b) friendliness
a) courtesy
e) jealousy
d) hospitality

The choice of opposites 'friendliness' unfriendliness' is apt to
Because of its formal
be a giveaway to the test-wise student.
similarity with the stem item 'hostility', 'hospitality' is probHowever, opposites such as those in
ably a good distractor.
choices b and c should be avoided because of the fact that they
In
direct the student's attention to two of the alternatives.
in
a
set
of
alternatives
one
most cases where opposites are given
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of the opposites is the correct choice.. This enables the student
to narrow down the. alternatives from five to two. This makes the
task considerably simpler and increases the possibility of his
guessing the right answer.
(6) The recturer was rather, pedantic.

a) clear

d) dull

c) ostentatious
b) sympathetic
e) unfriendly

Here there is too much variety among style and frequency of
choices. Note the difference between alternative c) 'ostentatious' and alternative d) 'dull'.
(7) Nixon's speech was stupendous.
a) terrible

b) fantastic

d) short

c) very foolish
e) important

Here none of the choices are correct, variety is to great,' and /
the stem is probably not a very useful word for college level
students.

(8) Your answer is rather improbable.
b)\\ consistent

a) foolish

d) inventive

possible
e) unlikely

Note here that the alternatives for 8a and 7c are the same
choices. This is a very strong tendency-in writing alternatives
One has to take great care not to
-in a multiple choice test.
repeat items in the various alternatives.
(9) The crab dug a small hole under the rocks.
b) round

a) narrow
d) 'little

c) deep
e) hidden

--The stem is too easylfor college level students.
(10) He is a lugubrious person.
bymb-urnful
a) cheerful
d) reserved

c)-phlegmatic
e) detached

Here the cardinal rule of-employing useful language in the stems
of test items is violated. This vocabulary item is of questionable value for even native speakers; few of them in fact are apt
Also, there is no clearly correct alternative. Eito know it.
ther 'mournful' or 'phlegmatic' would seem to be possible.

-
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(11) How many gifts did you get foi- Christmas?
b) dolls..

a) cards

d) presents

-_

c) trees
e) boxes

The question asked here raises a cultural problem. We are taught
in our society not to ask how many gifts people receive for'
If the person taking the test is aware of this, his
Christmas.
attention may be distracted from the task at hand.

Sentence Paraphrase
1

The next several items deal with a sentence paraphrase task.
(1)

Reports had it he'd driiwned.

a)
b)
c)
d)

The
The
The
The

reports
reports
reports
reports

had him drowned.
were that he had drowned.
made it sound as if he had drowned something.
appeared to have been garbled in transmission.

The problem with item 1) is that the expression 'had itl-is-rare=
1 y used in the sense given here.
There is a point where cool heads lose control and some
(2)
spark of fear or anger lets loose the dogs of war.
a) In time of.war, even normally calm people see the need
to train dogs to kill.
b) Wars are caused by fear or anger which bursts on the
enemy like dogs on an enemy.
c) Under the right emotional-stimulus rational people will
support violent action.
d) At certain times of history, cautious people in control
of their society lose it to those who want war.
e) People who do not fight against violence are consumed
by violence.

------

If this item were
Note the high frequency of idioms used here.
intended to.'testa person's control of idiomatic usage, it would
However, since it is intended to be
probably be...quite useful.
part-b-ra placement examination for college level students who
may never have to deal with th,is kind of idiomatic usage, it is
of questionable value.
(3)

He is a home-owner.

a) His own home is a house itself.
b) Home is where the house is.
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c) He is in possession of a home.
d) He owns the house where he lives.
e) Owners usually have homes of their own.
Note the strangeness of some of the alternatives-here. When the
alternatives for items of this type are unusual, awkward, or ungrammatical, this may allow the student to reject certain ones of
them without even having read the stem item. This lessens the
difficulty of the items, as well as reducing -their validity as
tests of comprehension.
.

(4)

Painting houses is hard but satisfying work.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

.

Painted houses are satisfactory(
To paint a house is hardly satisfying work..
If you are not satisfied, paint a- house.
Painting houses satisfactorily is hard work.
Though it is hard work, it is very satisfying to paint
a house.
,

The typical error committed in item number 4 is that the correct
choice is the longest one. The tendency to write alternatives
It should however, be
in this way is practically overwhelming.
We note the same difficulty in item
avoided like the plague.
number 2 where choice d), which is the correct alternative, is
also the longest one.

Selecting the Central Idea

The following example requires that the student select the central idea of_the paragraph.
(1) "Not a few Japanese and foreigners view the sensational and
barbaric suicide of Japan's'internationally known writer, Yukio
Mishima, on November 25 as perhaps the most glaring proof,of the
rise of militarism in Japan.. Mishima, dressed in his Nazi-style
uniform, was rebuffed by the Self-Defense Forces who failed to
rally immediately to his challenge to 'rise for the glory of the
He then committed ritual harakiri
emperor and our Fatherland.'
with a disciple standing by to decapitate him."
a) Mishima's ritual. harakiri last year is seen by many as
proof of a rapid recent rise inJapanese militarism.
b) The fact that the Self-Defense Forces rebuffed Mishima
is taken as proof that Japanese militarisM-is making
little headway.
c) Mishima's dress and behavior that day were neo-Nazi,
causing subsequent accusations to drive him to suicide.
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.

d) The man who committed suicide was trying to rally the
troops under his command to rise for the glory of
Emperor and homeland.
e) Mishima was the disciple of the Emperor, and both
committed harakiri in protest of the Japanese people's
supposed lack of interest in military glory.
While there may be some disagreement here it seems to me that
this is a bad item simply because of the topic. The fact that it
speaks of a bloody suicide tends to distract attention from the
task of selecting the central idea of the paragraph. If it does
not in fact distract attention from the present paragraph it may
cause the student to continue thinking about that paragraph for
the next several items, thus possibly causing him to make a lower
score than he would have otherwise.

.

Animals given feed "con(2) Certain puzzling facts soon emerged.
taminated" by mere traces of antibiotics thrived above and beCareful
yond the stimulus that Vitamin B12 could account for.
antibiotics
themselves
contain
tests gave conclusive evidence:
some tantalizing_mysterious..factor that accelerates the growth of
young animals.
arVitailin B12 in small quantities mysteriously accelerates
growth in yourig animals.

-

b) Instead of contaminating animals, traces of antibiotics
mysteriously accelerate growth in animals.
c) Antibiotics, when used 1,ith Vitamin B12, result in
accelerated - growth, the` reason not yet understood.
d) Tests prove how antibiotics mysteriously accelerate
growth.

.

e)'Scientists are puzzled at the "contamination" caused by
B12 and antibiotics.
There is a possibility thaf this item will favor subjects with a
background in biology or in some of the other sciences. For this
reason I would reject it.
(3) "The second half of the match began, and it was soon clear
that the Arsenals were going to be hard put to hold on to their
It is true that they did not make the mistake of
one-goal lead.
concentrating on defense. Their forwards attacked at the feast
opportunity, but the strength of the Villa players kept them in
the neighbourhood of" their own goal."

a) The beginning of the second'half of the match was not
interesting.
b) The Arsenal team tried to protect their one-goal lead in
the second half of the match.
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c) They_did not concentrate on defense.
d) The forwards made attacks whenever there was
opportunity.
e) The Villa players were not strong enough.

This paragraph illustrates a cultural problem._ Note also that
the correct answer, choice b) is also the longest.

"...,%

(4) The second Mrs. Cunningham is not agood cook and she doesn't
Women'say that she buys all her clothes at her
know how to sew.
husband's new department store. You never see her name in the
newspaper; she is not active in the Red Cross or the Women's
Society. She never talks at parties.

.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Mrs. Cunningham can't sew.
Mrs. Cunningham'is lazy.
Mrs. Cunningham is a very ordinary woman.
Mrs. Cunningham isn't famous.
Women like to talk about Mrs. Cunningham.

The difficulty here is that none of the suggested alternatives
seems to be an appropriate sentence giving the central idea of
the paragraph. Choice c is probably the one intended by the item
writer.
Conclusion

All of the difficulties of the preceding examples could be avoided
if the test writer were to follow some general principles. t'Or
writing vocabulary items:
1) the stem should consist of useful vocabulary - useful
to the subjects being tested;
2) choices should be of approximately the same level of difficulty (i.e. frequency of occurrence, style level, and
grammatically possible),:
'

For the sentence paraphrase task and for the identification of the
central idea of a paragraph:
1) the stem should be self-contained, an ordinary sentence
of the type that the student'is apt to encounter in
his use of English;
2) choices should be of approximately the same length,
complexity, and style level;
3) the writer should avoid the tendency of making the
correct choice the longest one or the shortest one;
4) nonsensical or ungrammatical alternatives should be
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avoided;
5) painful or emotionally charged top'ics such as rape,
suicide, and other Iforms of violence should be avoided;
6) the writer should not select esoteric topics and styles
which bias the test in favor of certain subgroups of
subjects.

r-
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THE LANGUAGE OF TESTS'
by
7Graoffie D. Kennedy

OVERVIEW
sl

It is very likely that many young children attempting to take aptitude and achievement tests do not correctly comprehend the general instructions, let alone some of the individual test items.
For example, children of grades one and two, attempting the California Achievement Test, received the instruction - Do not turn
this page until told to do so. While this is a simple, straightforward instruction for ari adult, it can be,- incomprehensible for
a child of six years, because this sent-elice,unnecessarily, includes

at least three linguistic devices which recent studies of compreFirst,
hension have shown to be difficult for young children.
deletions have been shown to affect children's comprehension adThus, until told to do so would almost certainly be
versely.
Seceasier in the undeleted form - until you are told to do so.
ond, numerous researchers have shown that sentences in the passive voice are much harder for children to understand than senThus, until (you are) told to do
tences in the active voice.
so would undoubtedly be easier ini the form - until I tell'you to
Finally, the presenceof both a negative and the temporal
do. it.

1

Center for the Study of Evaluation, UCLAGraduate School of EduFebruary,
Working Paper No. 7.
To be included in Bernard. Spolsky,
1970.
[ERIC no. ED 03S 781]
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT OF MINORITY CHILDREN. Newbury House, forthcoming. Printed by permission of the author.

cation, Los Angel California.

conjunction until in/the sentence would cause some children- to
hesitate in comprehending the sentence or to misinterpret it alwould almost
together. Thus,,Do not turn this page until
certainly be easier in the form Turn this page (only) when .
.

.

.

.

.

This paper will outline some of the ways in which the language of
the testAstrument can be a factor in affecting the performance
of a given child'or group of children on a test. Though format,
cognitive complexity of a task, memory load, and conceptual demands also affect comprehension, these non-linguistic factors
will not be discussed her,
In most tests, language is treated as if it were a neutral vehicle by means of which task requirements are communicated to the
person being tested. This person, in return, reveals his cognitive skills, knowledge, aptitudes, and/or achievement with specific verbal or non-verbal behaviors. Although language is never
really a neutral vehicle, language difficulties for certain types
of tests are probably not very great in that the task requirements
For example,
do not involve complex instructions for each item.
in the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities there is good
reason t? assume that language is a relatively neutral factor in
affecting test performance. In thislest, certain psycholinguistic
abilities rather than specific achievements are being assessed,
and there is a minimum of linguistic complexity and variation in
the task instructions. Similarly, in certain tests of verbal in-telligence, in which the factors constituting verbal intelligence
inthe test instrument as a whole,
are not clearly understood,
cluding both task requirements and the language used tO'convey
these requirements, may be a self-authenticating instrument with
prognostic value.
in tests of quantitative intelligence, mathematical
However,
conceptual knowledge, readiness and aptitude, it is
skills,
not reasonable to think of the language of the test as a neutral
It is with such tests that this paper is especially
factor.
concerned.

In the typical test situation with children, there are three major language users involved:
1.

2.

3.

The test designer (an educated adult).
The child.
The tester (presumably an educated adult).

To the extent that the language of the test does not match the
language development and the dialect of the child, and to the extent that the speech of the tester does not match the speech with
which the child is familiar, the child's test performance will be

influenced adversely.

THE LANGUAGE OF WE TEST AND. THE LANGUAGE OF THE CHILD

These may differ on both developmental and sub-cultural grounds,
and will be discussed separately.
Developmental Differences
Developmental differences between adult and child language affecting comprehension are probably much gteater than has generally
Until recently, views like those of Carroll
been recognized.
"After _the age of six, there is
(1960) were widely accepted.
relatively little in the grammar or syntax of the language that
the average child needs to learn." However, recent studies of
the comprehension of syntax-by children from the age of ab6ut t%;;O
to ten, in reasonably simple areas of syntax, have indicated that
it is not reasonable to.assume that children understand syntax at
the same level as adults and certainly not reasonable to conclude
that the child knows his language by the time he begins school.
Moreover:;' Carol Chomsky (1968) has noted that even in certain
trivial areas of English syntax, there is evidence of highly individual rates of development in comprehension ability.

Very few areas Of English grammar haVe been studied from the
point of view of development of comprehension, but those areas
which have been studied tend to shoW that basic linguistic processes are still being mastered at the second grade level, and
that some processes are not fully'acquired until the age eleven
For example, Slobin (1966) in a study with children
or ;twelve.
from six to twelve, showed that passive sentences took significantly longer to respond to than semantically equivalent active
The dog was being chased by the cat took
That is,
sentences.
longer than The cat was chasing the dog at all age levels. That
this result could not be attributed entirely to differences in
sentence length is indicated by other studies which show that passive sentences are both intrinsically harder and later in development than.aCtive sentences. For example, Beilin and Spontak
(1969) report that at first grade level, a test of comprehension
of activit and passive sentences showed 93% correct. responses to
The
active sentences and 73% to equivalent passive sentences..
students were requiredto select one picture from two presented
to them to match a sentence they heard. The sentences were very
When the
simple, e.g., Nark hits Susan; Susan is hit by Mark.
sentences were made complex with an indirect object e.g., John
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bOOk by Join, correct comprehension of the passive deteriorated markedly. Whereas 93% of the
responses to active sentences continued_to be correct, only 23%
of the responses to passives were correct.

ga:A2 ::22V a. book; 2.:ary 0:2d

Test writers assume 100% comprehension of the language of the
test, and vet test instructions, test items, and task requirements
are typically much more complex than those in the experiment by
Beilin and Spontak, where much less than 100% comprehension was
achieved by six-year olds.
Another syntactic area studied in recent years is conjunction.
Hatch (1969) found that with -sentences containing such temporal
conjunctions as before, when, after, where the order of clauses
can be juxtaposed, children up to the. age of at least seven respond more correctly and more rapidly when the order of action
stated in a sentence is the same as the order of the action reFor example, a child finds it much easier to understand
quired.
(a) than (b):
(a)
(b)

Move a blue piece before you move a red piece.
Before you move a red piece, move a blue piece.

(a)
(b)

After you move a blue piece move a red piece.
:Jove a red piece after you move a blue piece.

Similarly, on a relatively simple task testing comprehension of
conditional sentences using unless, second graders consistently
continue to interpret unless as if rather than as if not; i.e.,
Unless you are quiet, we won't go is interpreted as meaning the
same as If you are quiet, we won't go. Five-year olds correctly
comprehended only about SO% of sentences containing if. A study
by Olds (1968) indicates that difficulty with sentences containing clauses beginning with unless continues to at least nine years
The 01;1s andHatch studies together suggest that while
of age.
conditional sentences seem to be consistently misunderstood by
five-year olds, some children will have difficulty understanding
them as late as nine years...cif age. (It is worth noting that Olds'
subjects were upper middle class boys.)
.

Beth, these 'studies were particularly concerned with comprehension

of if and unles. The most difficult part of comprehending conditional sentences, however, is not associated wi,.-11.if and unless.
Rather, learning to comprehend some of the at lease 324 possible
Verb-form combinations, which in turn can interact with negation
in one, or both clauses, poses a major difficulty for comprehenA comparative study of this problem has not yet been I
sion.
undertaken,
Ilowever, tests given to children frequently contain conditional

.
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A case in point is the California Achievement Tests
(lower primary, grades one and two).
In the General Instructions
and before each sub-test the children are told - If-you do not
know an answer, go on to the next question.
It seems possible
that some children of that age will transpose the Not to the second clause in interpreting the sentence as do not go to the next
question.
In the same instructions, the children are told, You
may do very well even if you do not finish everything. Again,
it seems likely that some children, weak in comprehending sentences containing:if, will merely respond to the last part of the
sentende - do not finish everything:sentences.

I

The form of questions or instructions employed in a test is another.syntactic area which may seriously affect comprehension.
There is a basic grammatical distinction between questions Permitting a Yes/No answer and those which do not, e.g.:
1.

2.

Is the red one bigger than the green one?
Which one is bigger?

(Yes/No)

For sente

two, .a es/No answer is not possible and such queslmost certainly more difficult than type one sentences.
However, there are also degrees of difficulty for type two questions and instructions, although very little is known about this.
(cf., Fodor, 1969; Hatch, et al., 1969). Children respond differently to instructions like:
tions are

1.

2.

What did X do?
Tell me about X.

(one is easier than two).
Similarly, children take a good_deal
less time to respond to sentence four than to sentence three,.
even though four is longer.
(Fodor, 1969).
3. Ask him the time.
4. Ask him what the time ip.

The growing literature on the comprehension of English comparatives (bigger, more, less, etc.,) and on conservation suggests
that poor comprehension of linguistic devices may be the cause of
For example,
the failure' of many children on a conservation task:
Donaldson and Balfour (1968) showed that as late as 4.7 years
children interpreted less as meaning more with discrete objects.,
in a variety of task situations. Rothenberg (1969) indicates
that only.78% of children of 4.3 to 6.0 years from middle class
homes can consistently respond correctly to both sentences with
more 4and-sentences with same, while another 10% comprehended same
correctly but not more.
With black children from lower-class
homes only 300' comprehended both, and an additional fifty-two percent could comprehend. same but not more.
Rothenberg's conclusion
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was that even in this apparently simple and straightforward area
of comparison, different children will not respond identically
while one
to different ways of,saying the same thing., Thus,
is
requirement
if
the
instruction
child will understand a task
Kennedy (1970), in a
child
will
not.
given in one form, another
study with children ages six toten, found that the various linguiSticdevices used to make comparisons are hierarchically ormade
dered in difficulty according to whether the comparison is
or
inferiority,
superiority,
in terms of equality (easiest),
In a comparison task it seems clear that it may be
(hardest).
rn ornecessary to ask a question in two or more different ways
clear
to
all
children.
der to make the task requirement
1,

2.

3.

Does X have more than Y?
Does Y have Zess than X?
Does X have as many as Y?

etc.

study of
It should be noted that Labov et al., (1968) in their
with
Black Urban Dialect of New York City, point out that problems
comparatives are among the most difficult for speakers of both
standard and non-standard English.

very
So far, possible difficulties in comprehension based on a
small number of rather simple syntaCtic factors have been menwords will also often cause
tioned. -It isobvious that individual
failure of comprehension of test items for individual subjects.
Thus, a child being tested for aptitude with spatial relationin
ships can hardly be faulted on his "knowledge" if he reacts
half-way
Put
the
dodecahedron
bewilderment when he is- told to
Most test writers have recognized this
along the bottom line.
items
problem and have carefully selected commonly known lexical
careful enough,
They
have
not
always
been
in tasks for children.
however, as the following example from the California Achievement
Tests for grades one to two indicates: This game wiZZ show how
It is poswell you can recognize words with opposite meanings.
understand
recognize
and that
sible that six-year olds will not
especially noteopposite
meanings.
It
is
they will,struggle with
opposite
worthy that opposite is used in Section C of the test as
antonymous)
whereas-in
Section
.D the
meanings (i.e., semantically
words
opposite
a
picture
children are told that there are some
It would not be surprising if some
(i.e., spatially adjacent).
insix-year olds were confused or hesitant when faced with such
structions.
lexiCali
There is another important way in which the particular
in false
affect
comprehension
and
result
items used in a test may
At the presperforMance
being
made.
interpretations of thd test
conceptual aptient time there is a growing interest in tests of
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tude, and here especially language can be a confounding factor;
because failure of comprehension of language is frequently interpreted as cognitive deficiency.
There are indications that test writers do not always recognize
that a test of a child's mastery of concepts may in fact test only
the childls comprehension of verbal labels, and that there is an
important distinction between concepts and verbal labels (cf.,
Carroll, 1964). Concepts are cognitive classifying constructs
formed on the basis of perceptual experience. One learns to classify experience and to label these classifications, not the direct references.
.

This can be illustrated by considering the comprehension of the
quantitative concept which in English is labeled enough. The word
enough labels a concept which people form from experiencing a
large number of positive and negative instances of enoughness.
No single physical example or simple verbal definition can convey
the psychological complexities involved in comprehending the concept, which may be labeled with words and phrases like enough,
adequate, sufficient, just right, not too much, the right amount,
we don't need any more, and so on.
It is important to make the distinction between concepts and the
linguistic devices which express them, because, while not knowing
labels-is undoubtedly a problem for school' learning, it does not
necessarily imply cognitive deficiency. Presumably a monolingual
French child of normal intelligence would fail a test of concepts
When a child, after living for
administered to him in English.
Six years in the typically human environment/ of color, numerical
equality and inequality, time, space, etc., performs poorly on a
test of certain critical concepts of color, number and so on,
it.is.often implied that there is something inadequate in the
child's cognitive capacity and functioning, andmany conclude that
such children are deficient in their conceptual behavior. It
rarely seems to occur to those who jump to such conclusions that
the children's poor performance might be due to the language of
the test which proved difficult to process. When a child is given a test item (e.g., Nark the cup which has sufficient water for
a drink) and makes an inappropriate response'; it cannot be legitimately concluded that the child has not learned the concept of
enoughness. Thus, a test which ostensibly tests for knowledge of
concepts, but which in fact tests for comprehension of Verbal
can lead to false interpretations of the nature of the
labels,
child's performance problems, interpretations which are of educational and personal significance.
A recent rest which illustrates this confounding of concepts and
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labels and a number of other language difficulties is that by
does he understand what
Boehm (1969), "Before he can read,
others are telling him?" challenges an introduction describing
The test is designed:
the test.
it may be
to measure children's mastery of cAcepts
and to
deficiencies
used to identify children with
children
could
profit
identify individual concepts on which
As
many
as
60
out
of
100
children
from instruction.
entering kindergarten may be unable to make the right end
of a line or to indicate the area below a pictUred table.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

children from different backgrounds start out "with'
Such
a different body of knowledge and set of understandings."
differences are called ."variations in cognitive development."

Moreover,.

A.close examination of the test, however, shows that these apparently lofty goals - assessing differences in cognitive development - are hopelessly confused with comprehension of English.
This can be seen'in a number of places in the test. For example,
The children are
there is syntactic ambiguity in Question 1.
(The concept
the
star
at
the
top.
asked tol3arkthe paper with
ambiguous;
This
sentence
is
potentially
tested is
i
top).
being

!.(4I!Xprk the -raper which has a, star at the top.
.(N)&.1:1A a:otar at th(ktop of the paper.
.

(Intended)

4pQuesOon..15 there is possible confusion based on phonology.
t;:e ti3Oke that is whole (whcZe is the concept being tested).
'-;"he children are presented with these pictures:

that
It is very likely that some children will hear Mark the cake
;L.2.3

(a) ;zoia.

In Question 24 there is possible confusion based on lexical misunLook at the bottZes.. Mark
derstanding. The children are asked to
emPty
(knowledge
of
almost is being tested.
t;le cne that -L7 almost
bottles
presented
- one almost full,
There arc pictures of three
However,
if
a child who under=
almost empty.)

one half fullvone

7'6
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stRnds almost does not understand empty which is not being tested
he could very, easily make the wrong selection.
In Question.28 there is .possible-iconfusion based on mishearing
function words:

I4ark the..circZe that is at a side of the box could be hear(
as.Mark the circle that -(.c outside of the box.

In Question 29 there is confusion Of parts of speech on the part
Ostensibly this question tests knowledge f
of the test writer.
It is not stated, but it ds to be asthe concept beginning.
that
the
question
intended to test beginning' as a noun.
sumed:,
Yet in the_testsen7ence, the child.., is asked to :!ark the squirrel
Beginning is the present,
that 143 beginning to climb the tree.
participle of the/Verb and it may be asked why this particular
form of the verb/was tested and not the more frequent forms of
begin, began, wiZZ-begin..
.

,
.

In Question 35,1, the plausibility of the question and' required anLook
swer are prob. eMs; This is supposed to be a test of K.VOP.
what
a
chi/d.o/Loull
at the chairJ the apple and the cookies. Mark

It is quite concerryple that a child would consider
ever'
eat the-lpaf and'stalk'of the apple in the piche should
'ever
eat
cookies because they are bad for his teeth.
ture, or

ner eat.

.

.

.

(The child sees a picture of a
QueStiof/36.is a test of always.
Whereas
in Question 33, a test of nevdog, f) book, and an ear).
what.a
child should never eat, in
er-,-; he hI
dld was asked.Mcii-,k
For
Question 56 he is asked to Mark the one a child always has.
of
the
test
'question
is
very similar.kinds of tasktithe syntax
obviously different,- There arc indications that Question 33 is
syntactically much easier than Question 36.
,

Apart from such linguistic factors as these,. potentially interfering with particular children's comprehension of what they are
requied to do, the real confusion of concepts and labels is seen
In 7 the children have to
in a comparison of Questions 7 and 32.
mark on a row of five flowers the one in the middle. In 32, they
'-have to mark on a line of three eIrs,_the one that is rot the
Clearly the same concept is being tested in
first nor the .last.
.

both. questions.

Thus, what is essentially a simple vocabulary test is dressed up
as a;test of cognitive development, the results of which.can be
:highly misleading and could lead to labeling' children as having
inadequacies in their intellectual processes.
I

Other possible bases of difficulties about which almost nothing
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is known, but about which nothing should be assumed, include the
effect of sentence length on comprehension and the effect of ambiguity. Menvuk (1969) iadicates that with children from /three to
six years, in sentences of up to nine words, the length of the
sentence is not a critical factor in comprehension. jtathet,the
internal structure of the sentence seems to be the critical varinowever, very long sentences, well above nine words, are
able.
not uncommon in tests; e.g., Ydu are to count the numbei;ofthings
in each box in the first raw and than draw a line to the box in
(30 words) Study the min-.
the second P%; that shows this number.
an.1

;.0z(v hand of each clock.

Then write .the wet:her

that tells th .corrt tim4! for each clock in the space in the
sentenc,F. 1,-..10

it.

(20 words)L__.

TheSe sentences; found in the California Achievement Tests for
grades one and two, place severe strains on the short-term memory
capacity of all children of that, age. By'losing-track of the task
requirement, faulty comprehension and a misleading test performance will certainly result. Apart from the length and complexity of the instructions in the above examples, it may very well
be true that six -year olds do not know what a sentence is, what
the C-!OPP(ft time is, or even what it means to study a minute hand.
The effect of ambiguity, and the child's ability to detect ambiguTransity, is a matter about which practically nothing is known.
formational gramMarians.have pointed out that the ability to disambiguate sentences and to recognize ambiguity is an indication
his knowledge of the rules of the gramof a person's competence
Further, this ability is used as parti,11
mar of his language.
evidence for the kind of grammatical model used by transformitionWhat is not known is whether what's ambign us
al grammarians.
for adults is unambiguous for children and vice versa. That here
may well be important differences is suggested by difference in
It has been established, for exthe structure of. associations.
ample, by Brown and Berko (1960), Ervin-Tripp (1961), Entwi le et
al., (1964), that until about seven years, children tend to give 2.
yntagmatic associations to stimulus words, whereas older clilAren and adults give paradigmatic associations. ''`That is, when
presented with the stimulus word blackyoung children tend to
cat or book, belonging- to a different
give an association
grammatical. class, whereas adults give a word in the same part of
very likely that wordS which
It
speech - e.g., white or red.
are unambiguous for adults are not so for children whose lexical
As a case in point,
and semantic systems are much less developed.
the Cattell (1950) CUlture Fair Test for children aged four to
I want
eight years, contains the following ambiguous 'sentence:
you to put the. same marks under the. same pictures below the line.
An adult will presumably make the 'common-sense- reaction. and in.
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terpret same as meaning si.m:Zezp and make marks beneath other picIf a child interprets same as
tures which are below the line.
(cf.,
Brainc
& Shanks, 1965) he may,
-ienti3al,
-meaning exactly
as
referring
not
to the same .(s:'ml.lar)
interpret below the
pictures twhich ore) below the line but .rather, as the pl;ice under
the original pictures where he is to make his mark.

Subcultural Differences

.

In\the previous section, it was noted that poOr comprehension
could result from particular labels for concepts not being known
by certain children. Across subcultures and dialectal differences such as those found between Standard American English and the
Black Urban Dialect, such difference in verbal labels can be even
greater. However, there are other basic problems resulting from
subcultural differences and.some of these will 'be discussed.
While the differences between adult and child language constitute.,
in the
(e.g.,
a kind of dialectal or subcultural difference
dictectal,difFerence
child's use of telegraphe:4c), a much greater
affecting test performance can be seen in the effect:of.scOoeconomic status and subcultural group membership. That subcultural differences are important has long been recognized by, for',
.example; attempts to prepaic culture-free tests. However, the
well knownIPAT Culture Fair Test by Cattell (1950) is phrased in
terms of Standard American English and thus cannot be c nsidered
unbiased or culture-fair for speakers of other-diaect... In fact,
the prose style of the test is strangely awkward even vithin the
standard. dialect. Consider, fof example, the.followilg sentence
our to eight-.
from the oral instructions for Test One for
other
rown
years of age. Now finish the NOW and go on with the
always
under
each
picture
the
to the bottom Of the page, putting
art7-of
this:senEven if the last
mark that belongs under it.
tence is accepted as being graMmatical-q:. correct, if:TTnevertheless turtured.prose style.

The importance ofthe-test administrator belonging"to the same
ethnic group as;the child being tested has been emphasized.by
llowever,)the importance of language -dialect differences on
test perfbrmance is apparently severely Underestimated.. In order
that a child understand task requiredents it is not enough that
the test administrator be of the same race and speak clearly.
In adis important, too, that he or she-speak the same dialect.
dition to the developmentaldifferences between the language of
the child and the language of the test, outlined above, if the
dialect of the child is different from the standard dialect in
which the test is written, the. test could be considerably more
some.

.
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For example, in the following sentences the
difficult for him,
same information is communicated in two different dialects, one
General Standard American (G.S.A.), the other, 'the Black Urban
It
Dialect of NewoYork City as described by Labov et al., 1968.
syntactic
and
are
should be emphasized t1hat these differences are
in addition to the phonological differences between the two dialects.

doeo YJ13t
jc,:ng t;!at
t;lot a'1' ti.7e tme.

G.S.A.:
B.U.D.:

He

G.S.A.:
B.U.P.:

al7.7uyo i!er fault.
Tt
It :ion't L'."317.,,styo her fault.

thr,--z:r2e).-

;';;.W;,! YOU.

t;:an

f'301; ,70 I (2.2n.

ilo
B. I Li)

lt.?

( ;.S.A.:

it

B.U.D.:

G.S.A.:

S.0.0.:

fa.'Y

(1:3

tilt? ;lame accent (ii;

.70t tilt?
:.;)

.T

G.S.A. :

Hit^

He? C,:-W

1..?qt? (1Cl3q?%7t

Can.

1.10ti2er.
P r10;70.11.

awarlo in track.

:.731; Cu?

tit(' moot award wInae)

truck.

you ?..;atcha game, you don't get uo mu2k fun
W you wou11 i.!'you Were actualky ploy .)'g it.
you wat(4In' 3 game, you ain't gittin,:, t:hat
thIn .:! ?at you would really be olaylnu:t.
mich

These differences may seem to be trivial, but aiie not, since they
are syntactic and thus involve the basic structure of the lanWhat seems probable, furthermore, is that the cumulation
guage.
e of differences, however slight, in sentence after sentence can
'increase processing time for a person who is not a native speaker
of that dialect, and if the differences are to great, create inaccurate processing, if not complete lack of comprehension.

The examples given above are mostly of simple short sentences,
and the difficulties for a child of six years speaking one of the
diajects and being tested in the other, can only be guessed at.
As was, noted, the differences above are syntactic. Across subcultures there are typically different distributions of the lexiIt is hypoth,
con as well, ,which will compound Ithe difficulties.

30
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esized that this effect can be expected to occur for urban black
children being:tested in the standard dialect or for white children being tested in the black urban dialect.

THE. SPEECH OF THE TEST ADMINISTRATOR

.

In .any.test in which the instructions and/or the specific test
items are orally administered, the speech of the examiner can
In addition to
have an important influence on comprehension.
obvious dialect differences between the adult and child, a potenquality of
tial difficulty lies in the speed of speaking and
Most
testers
are
undoubtedly
aware
of
of
these
hazards,.
enunciation.
and take the precaution of speaking both slowly and clearly._ Many'
tests also require the tester to read each item twice, and this
appears-to be the standard procedure for attempting to ensure
that-the subject hears the question and knows what is required of
him.

However, there are usually several or many testers used to test a
given population and, it is almost certain that no two will be
Yet it is clear' that the faster
identical in speed and clarity.
the speed of delivery, the less time there is for the learner to
process what he hears:: Also, the speed of speaking is interrelated with.the syntax of the sentence. Two sentences of identical
length can take significantly different times for the hearer to
process. For example, sentence (1) takes longer for children to (Kennedy, 1970).process at least through nine years of age.
1.
3 .,

She has less books than .pen.
She has more pens than bOoks.

\

.

Whi e the two sentences take the same time to utter as part of
the continuing stream of speech, the increased prodessing time
req ired by the first sentence may cause certain subjects to lose
track of subsequent parts of the utterance with a consequent break(c.f., Macnamara, 1967). This appears t.6
down in comprehension.
be the case with comparatives, 'and it is only possible to guess
at how widespread and far-reaching this may be across the whole
.range of syntactic complexity.
.

It should always be remembered that the comprehension of speech
is largely on the speaker's terms, for it is he who determines
the clarity, speed of delivery,andcomplexity of the sentences.
Because the language developmehi'of young children to at least
nine years is marked byAliihly-individual rates of progress, the
possibility of Particular children not comprehending whole in-
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or take a
structions is high, because they do not understand,
long time to process one word or one part of a sentence.

In addition to this proCessing-time variable, there is another
potential difficulty in speech perception whiCh has its effect in
-pgfilcular with listeners who do not have a complete mastery of a
Funclanguage. This factor .is the perception of function words.
hundred
words,
includtion words in English are the two or three
ing determiners, prepositions, auxiliaries, which are usually
considered as being different from the pen class ofcontent words
Although
having' greater lexical weight (nouns, verbs, etc.).
function words constitute about half of all words we utter, they
can be hard to hear because they are normally unstressed in English, and yet they are'of crucial mportance for comprehending.
In the following examples, the effect of the underlined 'function
word on the meaning of the sentence can be. readily seen. Failure
to hear the word, in the stream of speech my result in faulty
comprehension.'
The price went up.50 cents.
The price went up to' 50 cents.
It's been done.
It's being done.
Move, to the right.

Move it to the right.

.

Put the red block on to the table.
Put the red block under the table. '17

If the last one was red, take a green one.
If the last one wasn't red,':-take a:green-one.

Young children characteristically speak a form of EnglishCalled
it may be as late
telegraphese, omitting many function words,
of
these
semantically
important words,
as age ten that full control
Moreover,
it
should
be
noted
that
failure
to hear a
is achieved.
That
is,
a
listener
rar,!function word usually passes.zunnoticed.
*o
hear
such
a
word,
whereas
with
conly knows-when'he has failed
usdaaly
awarethat
he
didn't
catch
the
tent words, a.listener is
word,and can ask for the sentence to be repeated.
0
If the child being tested is not, a native speaker of Standard English, it is by no means inconceivable that when presented with a
tdcture and told to Point to the triangle under the line, he hears
Put the triangle on to the line, and reacts in bewilderment.

Even ifi,aparticular function word is heard, it is not certain
that it will be interpreted correctly because of the importance
4
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For
stress,:
of suprasegmental phenomena such as intonation an
example, in a recent test of.knowedge of concepts, children were
given the following item: See thE! cat (points to the cat in fly::
If
margin). Point to the cat over lire tat is tha aama ,;iolor.
it
is
possithe tester hesitated in the middle of the sentence,
ble that a young child or a non-native speaker of the dialect of
the tester would interpret that as a demonstrative Prather than as
a relative, i.e., Point to the cat over here. T4:a is i,he same
Confusion for the child would seem. to be'likely.
color.

pointed out some ways in which children's test perThis paper
It seems
an be influenced by linguistic variables.
formance can
hig7ily probable that the results of tests of aptitude,and achievement with young children are frequently influenced in.ways not
directly related to the abilities being tested and, moreover, in
an idiosyncratic manner. Much closer attention needs to be Wen
'to ensuring that the language of tests particularly for young
children, matches both on developmental and'dialectal grounds,
the linguistic competence of the children being tested, and that
children's abilities tb perceive and procesS. test instructions
and items spoken by an adult are not over-estimated.
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INFORMATION EXCHANGE:
REPORTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

4

THE FIRST INDIAN BILINGUAL PROJECTS,
TITLE VII MEETING:

A REPORT

by

Harry Berendzeni

It is with a, great deal of enthusiasm and appreciation that we
commend the U.S. Office of Education, Program Branch Officers of
Title VII, Bilingual Education for having the ability to be flexible,,innovative and able to inspire their education programs to
The ability to inspire and to bring
new heights of enthusiasm.
a positive note for change in education is not always the result times past, meetings on accountability
of U.S.O.E. meetings.
and programming have not only discouraged .but left many projectIt is for these reaparticipants with anything but enthusiasm.
sons that Dr. Dorothy Waggoner and Margaret Van Naerssen are to
be commended, for they saw the need for an all Indian Bilingual
Projects meeting, which'as a first, was designed to meet the very
The meeting was held
unique needs of Indian language projects.
in Denver, Colorado, February 22nd and 23rd, with sixteen Indian
Bilingual Projects represented. Participant roles were listed as
Directors,. Evaluators, Chairman of a Tribal Corporation, Assistant Directors, Interim Director, Linguist, Consultants from Universities,.School Board Member, Cultural Specialists, Media Specialist,.Tdacher Aide, Title VII Coordinators (SEA), Auditor,
Curriculum Developer, Community Representatives, Committee Members, University Without Walls, Center for In-Service Education,
They represented Indians
Teacher, and Curriculum Coordinator.
from Alaska to Maine and Montana to New Mexico.
The purpose, according to the Office of Education, :Was a chance
to get together to discuss experiences and exchange ideas on the
development of evaluation design and measurable objectives, the
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involvement of parents and community, and the development of materials.
Dr. Albar Pefia, Title VII Director, indicated in a speech at the
1972 TESOL meeting in Washington that the evaluation design for
present bilingual projects funded by U.S.O.E. is-piimarily for
For such an ,innovathe sake of good management of the project.
tive project as bilingual instruction to succeed, it is absolutely imps Cant to write objectives, to change them when they are no
longer able to be obtained, and generally to write them in a realistic sense. The Denver conference gave participants the Opportunity_to 'Trite objectives that would be realistic and measurable.
a positiVe note and ahelpful reminder of their imporThere h
Project
personnel were asked to indicate how the goals of
tance.
their program (objectives), which they and parents and community
advisors badestablYshed, could hest be phrased in measurable
terms, thus becoming a tool for the good, management of each project.

What means other than Standardized tests
"Unobtrusive measures!
are you using," was the subject of a session led by :Wayne NeWell,..\
Project Director of Calais, Maine (Passamaquoddy). Some examples
were: checking Voluntary response of children, daily log by teachers, writienreSponses from participants in workshops, how the
'children dreSs, asking questiofis for response from Indian parents
and leachero,1Indian teacher having child tell story in Indian,
then child is to tell story to ESL teacher in English, and many
more.

Y
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A session on measuring language dominance was led by Gary Holthaus, Project Director, Anchorage, Alaska (Yuk language). Some
general conclusions\were that a survey should be taken befordthe
If there is no solid language base, then
beginning of a proj4ct.
it would be impossible to build the perceptual base, thus no reason for a bilingual project. One suggestion of criteria for determining. languagedominance was stated. as follows: "He speaks
it (Indian language), he understands it, we think he understands
it- better than English." .Participants suggested that home visit.
surveys be conducted by teachers; however, one comment was that
Anglo teachers are not able to determine language doMinance. The
survey. should be made by /teachers who speak the Indian language,
using the above criteriai

A very good session on parent and community involvement was led
by Carla Fielder, Project Director, Loneman'School, Pine Ridge,
A monthly news letter, parental
,Sour! Dakota (Lakota-Sioux).
partlpipation in classroom instruction, community meeting and
community evaluation of the bilingual project were part of the
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A conclusion agreed to by all partisuggestions and-discUssiOn.
cipants was that each project must have community support and
participation to succeed. The Indians of each community are really the experts in their own language. Also, what the Indians
would call Self-determination in the education of their children
is something all communities would support. For the most part we
see P.T.A.'s, P.T.O's, etc., that are really token organizations
for parental participation.
"Small Group Instruction for the Classroom", as an alternative.
for a class with mixed abilities and an alternative to the Ameri
can Indian student having to_perform before a whole class, was
presented by Dr. Charles Herbert, Project Director; Title VII,
San Bernardino, California, (Spanish). The use of a tape-recorded
story, videotaped session, 16 mm film, and task card preparation
were giyen as 'suggestions of how to work in small groups. Participants were given the opportunity to actually work with each
of these tools in a small group working session. Children learning from other children was also given as a part of the rationale
for working in small groups.
The materials development session was a source of real interest
and enthusiasm. Mr. Lynn-Lee, Project Director, Blanding,Utah,
(Navajo), explained to the group how they had produced an:animatThis film
ed film on The Coyote Tales with a Navajo sound track:
nominal
rental
fee.
a
and future productioh-sare available for
All
projects
displayed
materials
[See Newsletter, Wintei,.1972] ".
throughout the two days, as well. as demonstrating and explaining
project produced materials during a special sesion. The positive
note of enthusiasm was interest and desire to do the same.

Suggestions for future

fill Indian Bilingual-Meetings:

I

would suggest that at leasti,.two meetings, similzir to the Denver
meeting, be sponsored by the U:S. Office of Education, during the
grant period (each year). I wauld suggest that each project
It wouldbe a cheap investment
write this in as a budget item.

for great turns.
In the area of evaluation, it should be explained that at present
the writing of measurabl? product and process objectives is primarily for the purpose of good management. The entire project
staff, along with teachers and school adminiStration should have
an opportunity for input and agreement. Project personnel should
be reminded that objectives carfdand should be-revised as the proOf the most urgent importance is. clearly defined
gram develops.
Who answers to whom? Who
lines of 'supervision and authority.
must be informed? tow can better lines of communication and roles
be established? This' should ke presented as a positive approach
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to an operation, that is not simply to become another program but
one that really changes the instructional program of a school.
I
emphasize that accountability canbe presented, not as a threat,
but as a positive tool for a smooth operation. Hopefully as bilingual programs progress the evaluation of the educational process and its .accomplishments might become a'realiiy. At present
we are operating on assumptions.
All are aware of the importance.of community participation and
support.
it.really isthe Indian who is the expert in his lan-guage and it is the Indian parent, being the prime educator, who
must be Involved in the planning and implementation of a bilingual program., A very small percentage ofthe participants represented Indian communities and parepts.
More should be present
for future meetings and more shoul&1 become part of the official
program.
John Woodenlegs, community representative and culture
specialistfor the Cheyenne Indians, was invited to give the
closing remarks. His remarks might have appropriately become the
keynote address for the meeting.

Staff Development is a major concernof all projects.
Dr. Waggoner used.the occasion to begin a'survey of staff development
in the present bilingual programs.
Some input came fromthe Center for In-Service Education of Loveland, Colorado. Also a rep iesentative from the University Without Walls, of Yellow Springs,
Ohio, was present. What is unique to Indian language projects is
what was so succinct-ly-said by Dr. Wayne Holm, Pripcipal-of Rock
Point School, Arizona, when he stated in a paper delivered at
1971 TESOL Conference in New Orleans _that,

Our thesis, bluntly put, is thatit:is easier to learn
education than it.is to 'learn Navajo. Its easier for
alert concerned high school graduates Mid already know
Navajo to learn something of the relatively little we
know about the teaching of initial reading and mathematics than it is for college-trained non-Navajos'to
learn Navajo.
We have fewtIndian teachers, who speak the language and have the
educational knowledge. We also Know from experience that few colleges and universities are willing to leave their "hallowed
walls," to think of the education of teachers in a new day.
We
must train native speakers to become bilingual teachers. We must
give them career opportunities intheteaching profession.
We
must by the same token make them proud of their own heritage while
giving them self-determination in the education of their children.
Perhaps an all Indian bilingual conference in the future
might explore these possibilities.
Maybe the University Without'
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Walls, the Center for In-Service Education, C-M.P
Corps could prOvide some ideas .or options.

,

or Teacher

Materials Development was a highlight _of the Denver meeting and
qiile the Office, of Education must be commended, we ask that a
deans Of sharing materials be deVeloped.
We woiild also suggest
tqat presentation, display and demonstration of project developed
materials be a major part of future meetings. Some-thought should
be given_to the collection of these materials for distribution
and preservation.
In 1969 the U.S Office of Education funded four Indian bilingual
projects under Title VII. Five more were funded in 1970, and an
additional,scveirin 1971.
All are for the most part highly'experimental in nature, with many very unique problems.
To say
that any one program has been an easy, smooth operation is to understate the issue, rather to see peoplC struggle, torking together,
proud of their language and culture and all to create in
their children a better self-image and a more meaningful education is the issue.
We would have to conclude thatbilingual
programs are approaching these goals.

gat

YAKIMA CURRICULUM UNITS

.

,.;

The Center for the Study of Migrant and Indian
ndian Education,,a_pro ject of Central Washington State College in Ellensburg, Washington, was started in 1968 and is directed by Dr. Lloyd Gabriel.
The Center is located on the Yakima Indian Reservation, near Top,
penish, Washington.
From 1968 until the fall of 101; staff
efforts centered on providing in-service work'sh6ps and consultant
help for teachers and aides who are working with Indian children
or with mi rant MeXican-American, white, op. black children.
%0s are'continuing,: and are presently being supported.
'These effoi
by the deve j mi ent of curriculum packets under the direction of
Dr. Dale Otto.
These packets are based in the traditional and
pre'sent-day calture-yf the children, and focus on the'develdpment
of language skills and imaginative dramatization.
The first set
of two packets are presently, being field.4ested and will be coMpleted for dissemination in June, 1972.
They are based on .two
Yakiiiia legends and are intended for children in kindergarten and
`first grade.
Each packet has a'filmstrip presentation of the
legendtand,is-accompanied by a teacher's manudl and supportive
materials:.", The manual contains. background and resource information forthe.teacher/aide team, and ton specific, sequenced lessons to be used over a two-weekperioEL
initial response from
the ield-test teachers had been very positive.'
At the completion of this pilot project in jUne, the Center will
begin work on a vocational awareness project which, over a period
of,eighteen months, will 'see the development of two vocational
awareness classroom units for each of six Washington State tribes.
These units will be based in traditional tribal occupations and
will bridge traditional occupations with current job and career
opportunities, both on and off the'reseryation
Mr. Ted George
will direct this project, and Dr`. Dale Otto will direct the development of the units.
Dale Otto
Central Washington State College
Ellensburg, Washington
.
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ENUISH LANGUAGE TESTING PROJWrAT usc..
C

Under contract witl,the Bureau of Indian Affairs, theEnglishpnguage Testing Project, atthe University of Southern. California
has been directed by Eugene J.,Briere, Associate Professor of LinDuring the. following ihrde
guistics, since it was begun ih 1968.
years, an extensive battery of tests was developed to measure the
English proficiency of children in grades four through six in BIA
Known as the TEST OF PROFICIENCY IN ENGLISH AS A SECOND'
schools.
LANGUAGE (DOPESL), the battery includes: 1) a written test in two
forms, 2).a listening comprehension test, 3) .an oral productiOn,
,test, 4) an administrative manual for the teacher, and 5) anintet-

6

.

pretivemanual.

.

k

One use to be made of these tests will be tLe determinat ion of
Anthe appropriate level of English instruction for .each child:
other use will be the diagnosis of deficiencies. in English. in individuals or gra-ups-in the language arts programs of. the BIA. A T,
third use will lie.the evaluation, of the effectiveness-of the var-.
,
ious language arts programs themselves.

Professor Briere has published the following reports of the preject which will be. of Interest for further reading54'
Testing ESL Skills Among American Indian phildren.
GRAPH SERIES ON LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS.
1969.
133-'142.
town University. 'No. 22.

MONOGeorge-

ESL Testing on the Navajo Reservation. TESOL QUARTERLY.
333-340.
March, 1969.
111:4.
Norming Tests of ESL. Among Amerindian Children, by Briere
and Richard H. Brown; TESOL QUARTERLY. V':4.
December, 1971. 327-333.
_

ANNUAL 6WENTION'OF.TESOL

I

I

The sixth annual convention of Teachers of. English to_,Spoakers
of Other Languages (TESOL) was held in Washington, D. C., from
February 20 through March 1, 1972. The program:Under the direction of Christina Bratt Paulston, included papers and discussions
on a wide range of topics. There were sessions devoted to teachertraining,:to materials development; to curriculum design, program
evaluation,-and many other areas related to second language tenching, second dialect teaching, and bilingual eduqation.

The program was organized'in part around the speeches given during the general sessions, all of which dealt with crucial issues
facing the profession today.Ill the first general session, Ronald
Wardaugh of the University of_Michigan spoke_on "TESOL: Our Common Cause." In his paper, Wardaugh emphasized that TESOL "must
actively solicit contributions from a,variety of iisciplines:
linguistics, psychology, sociology, anthropology, ond education."'
In the second general session,-Dwight Bolinger-of Harvard University, discussed "The Influence of Linguistics: Plus and Minus."
Though there are a number of ways in which linguistics have influenced language teaching, Bolinger pointed out that there are
two that stand out: ,"the descriptive and the pedagogical." The
linguist'scontribution, Bolinger said, should he confined to
language description.
He stated further that there is no such
thing as a "linguistic method," .and that to gain insight into
psychological inferences about methodology, the language teacher
would do well to go directly to the\psychologist.

The paper at the thirdgeneral session was given by Leon Jakobovits of Op _University of Hawaii, who is the author of FOREIGN
LANGUAGE LEARNING:
A PSYCHOLINGUISTIC ANALYSIS OF THE ISSUES
(Newbury House).and of the forthcoming THE NEW PSYCHOLINGUISTICS.
AND FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING (also Newbury House).
In his pre-
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sentation, Jakobovits emphasized "the spirit of freedom to teach
and freedom to learn," and cautioned his audiencu to consider the
advice of the so-called "c*perts" in the context of a "converSation among equals, most often, equals in ignorance." The new
'spirit of freedom, JakobovitS said, should work both-ways:: ]be
teacher should be free.to make'his own decisions about what approaches to language teaching are most successful for his students; andthe'seholar shOUld be. free to'repOrt his findings and
interpretatioas without having to claim that all of theth can be
'scientifically verified.
The fourth and fifth sessions were devoted to the insights of the
anthropologist (a paper by Ulf Hannerz of'the University of .Stockholm) and of the sociologist (a paper by Allen Grimshaw of the
University, of Indiana).
In the final general session, Russell
Campbell of the University of California at Los Angeles, the 197172 president of TESOL, attempted to bring together the ideas presented in the main papers presented at the convention andto summarize as well the ;:3ntent of the di.scussions that.took place in
the small group meetings.. ,Campbell's. purpose is apparent in the
title of Ids paper: "TESOL 4972:
Trends and Implications."
7.,

To those who have been involved in TESO). from its beginnings, one
trend clearly emerges above
others: that language teaching
is much broader than applied linguistics - that it is..os Bolinger
says, "an autonomous art," one that can and' will continue ip develop by drawing from insights -provided by the psychologist. the"
anthropologist, the sociologist, and others.
The applAcatiOns of
these insights must.be determined
ultimately
by
the language :
_
teacher himself..
.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS IN galu

An Annotated Bibliography of Young People's Fiction
on American Indians (Curriculum Bulletin Number Eleven)

compiled by
Jean M. Graustein and Carol L. Jaglinsky

.This' recent addition to the series of Curriculum BulletinsIklished by the Bureau of Indian Affairs is the result of an effort
on the partof the compilers to make a preliminary list of children's storybooks on American Indians that would partially fill
the need of teachers and librarians who had no3uch ltsts avail
able at the time. Although the list of over 250 titless still
an incomplete one, it is catalogued in a format that 'gives the
teacher easy access to information 'about the plot of the story,
the.tribe involved, and the approximate grades in which tilt book
'could be used.

'

In addition', there are 'occasional comments re-

flecting the opinion of the compilers as to the validity of the
descriptions of Indian life and culture. The consciencious teacher will,, of course, make his ownudgments about the values inherent in the stories, but these comments may serve as indications
of what the teacher may expect When he previews the books to make
selections for his class. Readers are reminded of the tentative
form'of.the present bibliography and are encouraged.to send in
suggestions for additions_or changes. The bulletins may be ordered from:
Mr. Robert Rebert
Field Services' Office

Branch of Language Arts
P. O. Box 1788
Albuquerque, New.Mexico
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Tests of English as a Second Language
.

/

The revised edition of GUIDELINES ON ENGLISH LANGUAGE, PROFICIENCY'
(Field Service Publication G-3, Fall, 1971), published hi, the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs, contains a list
of "SolK,Tests of English as a Second Language", each with a "brief dei4 iption provided by the developer:- The listof eleven
tests,was obtained from material prepay
by John Upshur, English
Language (f
nstitute, University .of Micl igan , Ann Arbor, Michigan..
GUIDELINES may be ordered from:
/r"

NAFSA,Cemtral Office
1860 19th:Street,.N..W.,
Washkfigton, D. C. 20009

A New avajo Course at the University of Utah
A course i oral Navajo, sponsored by the Minorities Center of
the Univ fsity of Utah, has recently been added to the offerings'
of the anguage Department of the university. The class offers

credit hours and meets twice a week in two-hoursessions.
q the twenty-six students eliiolled in the pilot claSs, aboUt one
/third are Navajo, and an additional one sixth are Indians from
other tribes.
Two people are involved in conducting the course:
Mrs. Garnett Johnson, a Illative-speaker of Navajo, is the teacher;
in addition, Dr. Ray A.,/Freeze of the Linguistics, Program acts as
fiv

consultant.

As she conducts each claiss,. Mrs. Johnson makes a special effort
to have all students do some speaking, thus serving the double
purpbse of allowing .the npn- speakers of Navajo to get some prac-

a.

tice and of giving ihem an opportunity to hear many differentnative-speakers of Navajo. Although the course is primarily one in
oral Navajo, those who wish, especially. the Navajo class members,
may also learn the Navajo writing system.
student's progress
is evaluated through the use of recorded oral examinations to
which he responds. Alan Wilson's BREAKTHROUGH NAVAJO: AN INTRO
DUCTORY COURSE, text and tapes,, are being used in the course.
Present plans are for the course to be offered on a regular basis.

S
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-Ccurses in Indian Languages at Brigham Young University

Since 1967,. the Linguistics Department of the Brigham Young University has been offering for credit a number of..courses in American Indian languages. These have inclurted Guarani, Cakchiquel,
Quiche, Quechua, Aymara, and Navajo.
.

,f

u

Atthe,present time, under the direction of De Robert W. Blair,
they are developing a writing course for native Navajos that
teaches them to read andwrite their language.. Also, a progrdm
is being designed to teach Navajo children to read Navajo before
they reniEnglish...One of the current offerings of the department is a "mi'cro'course" in Navajo, which Dr...Blair has been
teaching as an extension course for the staff at the Intermountain School at Brigham City, Utah.

For information; please write to:

Dr. Robert W. Blair
Linguistics Dcpartment
239 McKay Building
'Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah ,84601
r.

Trends in Navajo,Scii551 Enrolleent
The !limber of Navajo students between the ages of five and eighteen is Increasing faster in public schools than in BIA schoOls
according to statistics released by the BIA Washington.office
Although 1965 statistics showed 18,954 in BIA schools and,16,487
in public schools,
five year's later there were 21,942 in BIA
schools and 24,232 in public schools. This,trend continued',into
the 1971 fiscal year,
when there were 22,631-in BIA schools as
opposed to 26,188 in public, schools and a total of 51,723 Navajo
students in all Federal, mission, and public schools. These figures do not include the. 1300 students who in 1971 were attending
colleges and universities on Federal grants.

By 1972 there were 1600 Navajo students on Federal grants totaling $1.6 million (about $1000 per student). Administration of
the Federal grant program is now under the supervision of the
Navajo Tribal Higher' Education Department in the Navajo Division
of Education of the Navajo Tribe.
[From Navajo Areh Office news releases, January 7 and February
18, 1972]
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'American Indian Authors.
Teachers, in their search for.suitable literature about the American Indian and his culture, often find that they are it a" loss
to know whether an author'is an Indian who is providing firsthand
information or whether he is a non-Jndian.who, at best, can write
only from an outsider's &int-of %.iew and who might also be subjecting .the information to his own cultural biases,
One publica
tion that offers assistance in this.dilemma is AMERICAN INDIAN
AUTHORS: A REPRESENTATIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY, compiled by Arlene B.
Hiischfelder: Preceding the bibliography itself is a list of the
authors by tribe.: If a work has been ,narrated By an unidentifidd
Indian and edited by someone else, the author is listed as-''Anon'ymous" under'his tribe.
Supplementary to the main bibliography
are.a list of eleven anthologies of American,Indian literature and
a list of."Periodic Publications" produced by tribes or arganizationsof American Indians.
All of the entries - many of .which are out of print - are annotated and provide full information about the author, his tribe,
the editor,; the publisher, date of publication, number of pages,
and the price (if not out of print). Price, $2.00,
For further
information please-address the publisher:

The Association on American Indian Affairs, Inc;
432 Park Avenue South
_New York, N. Y. 10016

American Indian Series:

American Airlines

Literature and composition teachers, and any. others looking for
up-dat*1 materials oh the AmericaIndian, wifl,,be interested in.
the year-long series being published by the American Airlines'in
their/inflight magazine, THE AMERICAN WAY. Each issue of the
monthly publication contains_an article on some topic that is per
tinent to Indian history and culture - articles that would be use
ful to teachers as background material or as resource material
for'their students. All articles are generously illustrated With
photographs and Indian art in color. The series, which began in
May, 1971, haS the following titles and authors:
May, 1971

The Indians:

June, 1971.

The Lure and Lore of Indian Art, by
Vincent Price

First Americans, First
Ecologists, by Stewart. L. Udall

Sy
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July, 1971

Indian Ways With Farming, by.V:rgil J.

August, 1971

Indians as Warriors, by John C. Ewers
(biographies of famous warriors)
Indian Healing Arts, by Jerrold E.

Vogel

September, 1971

Levy

.

New Awakening 'of Navajo Medicine, by
'William Walsh
Indianiftalth - Is It Only a Myth?
Harold E. Driver.
They Castle on
Shadows, by D'Arcy,t._>_.

October, 1971
November, 1971

.

.

McNickle
.4

(biographies of Indian15aders)

December, 1971
January, 1972

They Cast Long.Shadourg:
art II
Literature of the F.
Americans, by

March, 1972.

Theodore Kroeber-Quinn
Americani_ndi-in Religions, by
C.. Sturtevant
1351-ifics of the American Indian, by

April, 1972

James. E, Officer'
(recent 'political activities. of
ind'lviduals and groups)
Indian Women, by. Nancy Oesterich Lurie

.

-February, 1972

Yearly subscriptiOn, $7.50; single copieS, $.75 each! 'Orderfrom:
THE AMERICAN'WAY
Caldwell Communications, Inc.
420 Lekington Avenue
New:,yoil; New York 10017

Indian Culture Series:

*/

Montana. Historical Society

The,Montana Historical Society has recently announced an INDIAN
CULTURE SERIES which they describe as "authentic; interesting
books for children, depicting the true life of the Indian [with]
high interest, easy reading material on subjectS which theywill
enjoy." The Society has had the books checked by reading specialists and by an editorial board. of Indians "whose-mservalion background and study of their own culture make them authorities in
the ffeld." All books are 32 pages and may be ordered at $1.00
each from The Montanallistorical Society, 225 North Roberts,
Helena, Montana, 59E41, The following titles are available:
.11
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Title

Interest
Level

Reading
Level

1- 4

2

1- 4

2

1-

2

INDIAN TALES OF THE NORTHERN ROCKIES
THE TURTLB WENT TO it/AR - Cheyenne
Folk Tales
.

LEGENDS OF THE BITTERROOT VALLEY
Flathead Stories
VEHO - Cheyenne Folk Tales
OLD MAN COYOTE - Crow Legends of

5

2- 6

.

2 -.6

.Creation

THE" SPOTTED HORSE - Cheyenne
Buffalo Days
THE LITTLE PEOPLE. - Crow Legends

GRANDFATHER AND THE POPPING MACHINE
Cheyenne Humor
MISTA! - Cheyenne Ghost Stories
THE WINTER HUNT - Cheyenne Buffalo
Days
NO ONE LIKE A BROTHER -. Humorous
Character Study

3

4- 8 t

3

..3

8

.1

4- 8
3- 4

.

1

3

3

3
I

.

5- 8

5

5-10

3

CHEYENNPFIRE FIGHTERS

442

4'

CHIEF PLENTY COUPS - .Great Crow Chief
THE ROLLING HEAD
Cheyenne Folk
Tales
CHEYENNE WARRIORS'
VOSTAS§
The Story of Montana's

G-12

5

3 -10.

4

5- 12 \

4

.5- 8

Indians

,

5

Also available from the Montana historical.Society is .ts brochure
of BISON BOOKS, a paperback series on Western Americana, published by the University of Nebraska. Among the titles are several of interest to teachers of Indian students - titles such as
BLACK ELK SPEAKS and CRAZY HORSE: THE STRANGE MAN OF THE OGLALAS.,

Prices

range from

$2,00 to $3.00.

Periodicals

In' previous issues we have announced several periodicals which
might serve as resource material for teachers of Indian children.
Most of th:ise are community publications produced by and for In- di-ans.
Two more such newspapers have recently come to our attention:
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_The- 'first; ROCKY BOY COMMUNITY NEWS, is composed in the Bilingual
Production Center of Rocky Boy School by Mario Patascil,.)imAJem--ki'R, Vernon The Boy, and Linda Rockey. It is planhed as a montlily publication and features community news about'BIA activities,
school ,.public heatth, and sports, as well-as/items, about' Sioux
.culture and history.. For .further-informatiOn, write to:

Linda Rockey
Bilingual Production Centef
Rocky Boy, Montana 59521
The second, CHOCTAW COMMUNITY NEWS, is published,monthly,by, the
Choctaw Community AOtion Agency.
News is reported from several
Choctaw communities, and national news of sp...cial interest to-0e
Choctaw Tribe and newsIstressing:Choctaw culture are alsokfea- 1
tured..

For further infOri!latiOn,_address:

Robert Benn, Editor
Choctaw Community News.
Route 7, Box 21
Philadelphia, Mississippi 39350
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kb,

ti

PAPAGO

,V
Ban

'amhu

heba9i

1.

X

2.

koox.

3.

Kux
max

4.

x

5.

9Atp ?am haha has
giigij
hegei Ban,

g Kakaicu
?am vo90

g Kakaicu

c

vo90
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Coyote and the Quails
1.

Once upon a time Coyote was-lying in a wash;

.

2.

he was asleep.

3.

As they were running along the wash, some quails discovered
Coyote lying there;

4.

they busied themselves in back of him.

5.

Then they-managed somehow to take out all the fat in his
buttocks.

6.

Then the quails went away;

7.-

they stopped somewhere, made a fire and roasted Coyote's fat.

8.

Well, finally Coyote woke up;

9.

he walked along the wash and, when hb came upon the quails
who were sitting there, he said:. "This smell makcs.
mouth water!"

10.

The quails said:

11.

why don't you share this roasted,fat with us!"

12.

Well,-Coyoteate it all up.

13.

Coyote went his way;

14.

the quails went their way.

15.

Some distance away there was a hill;

16.

the quails climbed on top of it;

17.

there they shouted, saying:
fat and ran off!"

"We have had enough of this;

"Ha!-

Coyote just ate his own

'
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of a story told by Jose Pancho, Covered Wells,
and shortened( by Madeleine Mathiot, Departand Department of Anthropology, State UniverBuffalo.
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18.

Then Coyote turned back and stood in their path.

19.

When the quails happened.. upon him theY:ran away.

20.

Somewhere there'stood a cholla cactus.

21.

They out off a piece of that cactus;

22.

they pulled out some of their own feathers and stuck them on
the cactu's.

23.

They placed it at the very end ofthe tunnel that they had
dug and dug;

24.

they sat, one behind the other (in the tunnel), up to the
last one of them.

2S.

Meanwhile, Coyote came by.,

26.

He got out the one who was first in the row;

27.

he said:

"Who is the'one.who ate his own fat and ran-off?
Who said that?"

28.

"The one who did that is behind me, way behind me, the very
last ohe of us."

29.

Finally, Coyote reached the cactus.

ti

30.

.

Four times he asked who it was who had said that he hadt
-eaten-hii-Own fat and run off.

31.

Thereupon, Coyote said:

32.

The quail did not answer.

33.

I W111 eat you."

"Well, it.must be you then;

34., Then he grabbed it and -put salt on it.

1

3S.

When he tried to eat it he Aoked on it.

36.

In spite of all his efforts, it was the endlof him;

37.

Coyote died then 4nd there.

'(Freely translated from the story told in Papago by Jose Pancho.)
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